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INTRODUCTION. 

In terTals. 
While it must be supposed, that the elements of musical science are fa .. 

miliar to everyone about to take up the art of composition, I deem it adYi
sable to preface my treatise on Harmony with a short review of the sub
ject of-lntervals,-as any uncertain conceptions on this ground might easily 
prove a hindrance to a thorough knowledge of Harmony .. 

The term "Interval" represents the mutual relation of the tones with re
gard to their position in the scale. The lower tone of an interval is called 
the-/Undamental tone .. -The naines of the intervals have their derivation in 
the Latin Ordinals, designating numerically the steps between fundamental 
tone and upper tone" 

Prime Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Octave 
1. 2. 3. 4. å. 6. 7. 8. 

The raising or 1owering of a tone of an interval causes no change in 
its name, while the distance between the two tones is widened or shortened" 

To obtain a clear view of such alterations of intervals, we will arrange 
the latter into two groups: 

I group comprising: large (major), small (minor), au.gmenfod and diminished 
intervals; (to which belorlg Seconds, Thirds, Sixths and Sevenths)" 

II group comprising: perfect, au.gmented and diminished intervals; (to which 
belong: Primes, Octaves, Fifths and Fourths)" 

Minor intervals are half a tone smaller than major intervals; augmen
ted intervals are half a tone !arger than either major or perfect ones; while 
diminished intervals are half a tone smaller than minor or perfect intervals. 

All intervals having for tbeir fundamental tone the first degree of the 
major scale are either major or perfect. 

Let us now ascertain the number of whole and semi-tones contained in 
each of these intervals, thus establishing a scale or me&ium of comparison 
for all intervals: 

A major Second contains: one whole tone 
" " Third 2 " tones 
" pure Fourth " 21/2 tones 
" " Fifth 31/? " 
" major Sixth 41 /2 
" " Seventh ål/2 
" pure Octave " 6 " Prime " 0 

Having then obtained a knowledge of the various kinds of intervals and 
the means of gauging them, we are enabled to constitute exactly any rela
tion between two given tones" 
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To illustrate the aforesaid, we will construct a table of all the intervals 
baving C for their fundamental tone .. 

2. 

Primes" 

Seconds .. 

Thirds. 

Fourths. 

Fifths. 

Sixths .. 

Sevenths .. 

Octaves" 

Thus we learn, that a major or a pure IntervaJ is converted into a rni
nor, diminished or augmented Interval by lowering or raising the upper 
tone-or, the latter rernaining unchanged. by raising or lowering the fnnda
mental tone .. For instance: 

Major Sixth Minor Sixth Augmented Diminished 

Intervals exceeding the octave are but repetitions of the relations exi·· 
sting within the limits of an octave; the "Ninth" alone has an independant 
significance in harmony. 

Ninth .. Tenth Eleventh" Twelfth.. Thirteenth .. Fourteenth .. Fifteenth. 

*)The letter nCM designates the intenals a'ailable in Harmony. 
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The inversion of Intervals is effected by transposing the upper tone into 
the octave below or the fundamental tone into the octave above .. The rela
tions thus arising may be expressed by the following figures: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

The inverted Prime becomes an Octave, the Second a Seventh, the Third 
a Sixth, the Fourth a Fifth, the Fifth a Fourtb, the Sixth a Third, the Se-· 
venth a Second, the Octave a Prime. 

0
-[~~-§i©~~l[;g~™EU ~~* -e -e -e -e ~ -e 

Major intervals become minor, while minor intervals become major; aug
mented intervals become diminished, diminished intervals augmented; pure 
intervals however remain pure. 

maj .. min.. maj.. min.. augm.. dim.. dim.. augm.. p. p .. 

0
• f$2-;=-:JI;l--~~fltif~~~~ 

According to the manner in which they affect the ear, intervals are se
parated into Consonances and Dissonances The former are complete in them
selves, as they express a certain repose; the latter, however, convey the ele
ment of motion and demand a goal or solution in the following interval. 

Pure Primes, Octaves and l<'ifths as well as major and minor Thirds and 
Sixtbs are consonances, the first three being termed perfect consonances, and 
the major and minor Thirds and Sixths imperfect consonances.. Seconds, Se-· 
venths and all augmented and diminished intervals are d:ssonances. The pure 
Fourth partakes of the nature of both consonance and dissonance, inclining 
rather to the latter class .. 



HAR MON V. 
§ 1. Musical tones are combined in two different ways: first by allowing 

them to sound separately one atter the other, then again by subjecting them 
to a simultaneous concordance .. The first combination is named "Melody", the 
second "Harmony". 

These two elements, together with the element of rythm, (which regu
Iates them in their relation to the time or measure) constitute the Material 
of the art of music. The subject of this treatise shall be the simultaneous 
concordance -0f tones: Harmony. 

First Part. 
§ 2. The simultaneous sounding of three, four or five tones, separated 

from one another by the interval of a third, is called a chord. The simplest 
and at the same time most important chord is the Triad, which, as its name 
indicates, consists of three tones .. Being composed of two consonant intervals 
(1'hird and Fifth) its effect on the musical ear is satisfying, in com.rast to 
that of chords consisting of four or five tones, which contain ·dissonant inter
vals and hence cannot appear independently, but must be supported by or 
resolved into a consonating chord or triad. 

First Section. 

Consonant chords.-Triads. 
§ 3. The triad, or common chord consists of three tones, separated each 

from the other by the interval of a Third. 

a) b) c) 

The lowest tone is called: Fundamental tone, or Base-the intermediate 
tone: the Third-and the higbest tone: the Fifth of the triad. Triads are 
divided, according to the kinds of Thirds and Fiftbs tbat compose tbem. A 
large or major triad is a chord composed of a major Third and a perfect 
Fifth (a). Minor Third and perfect Fifth constitute a minor triad (b); minor 
Third and diminished Fifth a diminished triad (c). 
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CHAPTER I. 

'fhe '.1.1riads of the Major Scale. 

§ 4. If we construct a triad on each successive degree of the diatonic 
major scale, we obtain the following chords: 

] . 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

s. t®· -Fl=t-4U=i~~=1f § 
7. 

!~~ 
On the 1-st" 4 th and 5-th ctegree we find major triads: 

These triads. representing the most essential constituents of the major 
scale, bear the names of those degrees of the scale, on which they are based. 

The triad on the 1-st degreø is termed the Tonic triad 
" 4-th " Subdominant triad 

" " " 5-th n " Dominant triad 

§ 5 .. It has just been said that these three major triads form the most 
essential constituents of the rn'.tjor scale. Verily they contain all the diatonic 
degrees of the scale; and, being most closely related to one another, they 
indicate clearly and unmistakeably the key and further suffice for the bar
monic aecompaniment of any melody that does not surpass the limits of 
the key in question. Their mutual affinity is easily demonstrated by the 
degree of relation existing between the several scales to whieh they belong. 
The tria<ls on the 4-th and 5-th degrees, while tbey are respectively the 
Subdominant and Dominant in the harmony of the given key, are at the same 
time the tonic triads of those keys, which, in the so-called "Circle of Fifths" 
are nearest to the given key. So that the inner relationship of the three major 
triads in the harmony of the major scrtle is in directproportion to the degree of 
relationship of the fhree successive keys in the Circle of EVths (their Tetrachords 
being common) 

§ 6. In the major scale minor triads are also found, namely on the 2-nd, 
3-rd and 6-·th degrees. The minor Third imparts to tbese triads a soft, weake
ned cha1 acter; hence they cannot command the importance possessed by the 
major triads" However, they furnish us with a beautiful contrast to the lat
ter, emphasizing their strength! Their mutual afflnity is the same as that of 
the major triads, as they possess the same proximity in the Circle ofFifths. 

Of the degree of their relationship to the major triads we may say it 
is the same as that existing hetween parallel keys; for the chords on the 
1-st and 6-th <legrees, the 5-th and 3-rd degreP and the 4-th and 2-nd de
gree respectively are separated by a minor third. 
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1. 6. 5. 3. 4 .. 2. 

11.1® ~~~ ill i $ 

The whole mass of major and minor triads may be grouped into three 
sets of two triads each: 

a) The tonic group viz: the triads on the 1-.st and 6-th degrees .. 
b) The duminant group viz: the triads on the 5-th and 3-rd degrees and 
c) The su!ldominant group viz: the triads on the t-th and 2-nd degrees. 
§ 7. In marked contrast to the other triads stands the diminished triad 

on the 7-th degree, because of its dissonant character. We shall return to 
this chord later on, ha ving first entirely mastered the connection of the other 
six triads .. 

CHAPTER IL 

The Connection of the Triads of the major scale. 
§ 8. In music chords are either used in masses, that is with manifold 

repetitions of one and the same interval--as is the case in compositions for 
orchestra and Pianoforte--or they are set for several, single, distinct voices. 
"Four-voiced-writing" is the commonest and most normal form, as it denotes 
the four different human voices-·namely: Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass.. So, 
in our study of Harmony we shall keep to this disposition of the voices 

The highest voice-Soprano--and the deepest voice-Bass-are called 
the two outer voices-the two intermediate voices: Alto and Tenor: the two 
inner voices .. 

§ 9. Turning now to the practical application of the above treated chords, 
we will begin with placing the fundamental tone in the Bass .. In the higbest 
voice any of the three tones of the chord, the fundamental tone, the Tbird 
or the Fifth may be used. For the two inner voices we will use respecti
vely the intervals of the triad nearest to the Soprano. The C major triad 
would thus appear as follo~s: 

These three cases are called the positions of the chord .. According to the 
interval of the triad which appears in the Soprano, these positions are cal
led the fundamental position or position of the octave, the position of the 
Third, and the position of the Fifth. 

§ Hl .. From the above example we see that in each of the three posi
tions the fundamental tone is used twice, while the third and fifth appear 
but once. Shall this always be the case? By no means! In a f'ree leading of 
the voices the composer may double any tone of the chord at will For the 
present, however, we cannot avail ourselves of this liberty, since according 
to § 9-we must place the inner voices as close as possible to the upper 
voice .. Indeed, the doubling of the fundamental tone will always be the most 
common, as it is most natura! to the triad *). 

*) This is eonfirmed by the so called natura! scale, which exhibits hut two Fifths and one 
Third against three fundamental tones. 
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~ li Wc have already mentioned (§ 6) the internal relationship of the 
triads of the scale. Now, there is still another and purely external con
nection of these triads, growing out of the tones they have in common. The 
triads c, e, g and g, b, d for instance have the tone g in common, while 
the triad f, a, c shares the tone c with the triad c, e, g .. In fact each triad 
has one or two tones in common with every other triad constructed on steps 
of the same scale, except in the case where the fundamentals are directly 
succeeding steps. So: the triad on C has no tone in common with the triads 
on b .. and d; the triad on d .. none with the triads on c and e, and so on. 
The mutual relationship of the triads with regard to their external con
nection is shown in the following table: 

<G 

* 
IF 

{° F+~! Ct-----+J C+-+- ~ 

l~ 

·~-·\: Cf--~{? 
'F 

d+--~{: 

To effect a connection of two triads at once correct and satisfying to 
the ear, it is nessary to retain the common tone of the triads in the 
same voice 

Conscientious application of this rule imparts fluency, euphony and unity 
to the harmony; moreover it enables the pupil to avoid many grave errors, 
whicb, otherwise, he would of necessity commit. Take for instance the triad 
on c in the octave position, and let us connect it successively with other 
triads containing tones in common with it. Which positions of the new chords 
must we then choose? Obviously those which enable us to retain the oom
mon tone, or tones in the same voice .. Consequently the G major triad must 
appear in position of the third, F major in the position of the fifth, A minor 
in position of the third and E minor again in position of the fifth .. 

13. 

. The progression and position, therefore, of the three upper voices is 
mfluenced by the common tones .. Meanwhile the Bass may progress upward 
or downward at liberty. Should we have to choose between a skip of a sixth 
and one of a third, we prefer the latter **) .. 

*) The majot triads are indicated by Capita!, minor triads by small letters" 
**) Having a purely pzactical aim in this wotk, we shall avoid minute explanations and 

justifications of the dilfel'ent rutes. It wete well fot the pupil to seuch out instinctively, as it 
were, the justiflcation of the seve!'al ml es" For this purpose he should thcroughly test them by 
ea~ on the piano .. A true musical instinct will at once convince" him, that all these rules origi
nated in the demands of his own ear. 
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H. 

Exa m p les. 

n. ~~II~1if1-J-ttifL .J ~$ 

~-==4-=tjg-o-=~;;f-t~=@ffi--=4iff~_Ltt:-±S 

~~t=ff--SfilJd==-iba~~-t-=-HLE_-;§ 

~ff-=f-*E~@+-1=EltE-caL~LlX:D 
I Remark. In addition to these examples, which consist in supplying the 

remaining three voices to a given bass, it is very beneficia! to construct a 
table, which shall contain all the possible connections of all triads with one 
another, in every position .. To this end the example (M 13) begun in this 
paragraph on C should be carried on further. The pupil must not be dishearte-
ned, when he finds that at the very beginning of his study)20 chords must 
be written out in one key alone. In the first place the labor is merely a 
mechanical one, and in the second place it is important that by thorough
going explanations of the rudiments we should dispel at the start the su
perstitious awe that prevails regarding the so--called "Tlleory" or "Tho
rough Bass" 

II. Remark: In harmonizing a bass, care should be taken not to lead the 
voices too high; therefore one must not choose too high a position of the 
tonic triad at the start. 
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CHAPTER m 

Connection of Triads, showing no exwrnal agreement. 

§ 12. Jn the preceding chapter we spoke of the beauty of harmonies 
connerted by common tones. This absolute completeness in chord-connection, 
however. does not exclude the admissibility of certain connections, which, 
while perhaps less pleasing, satisfy us by very reason of their sharpness 
or coarseness. This we can understand if we consider the aim of Music, 
which is, to picture the many various emotions of the soul: and these can· 
not always be expressed by duket soothing means .. For thisreason Harmony 
admits also such chord-connections, which show no outer relationship
though they may bear an in ner relations hip to one another. (§ 5 ). 

§ 13 .. Should we not, when connecting two chords not outwardly rela
ted chose again those positions, that permit a melodious, fluent leading of 
the voices? Should we not, to avoid jumps, lead eMh voice info the nearest 
interval, a second up or down·? For instance as foflows: 

Before answering these questions, however, let us see, what different 
kinds of voice-motions there are. 

We perceive the three following kinds: 
1) Parallel motion (motus rectus), in which two voices progress in one 

and the same direction, that is, upwards or downwards 

2) Oblique motion (motus obliquus), in which one voice remains stationary, 
while the other moves onward: 

3) Contrmy motion (motus contrarius); one voice progresses upwards, the 
other downwards. 

. All these various motions are admissible in every succession of harmo
nies. Observe, however, the so called ParaU.elisms occurring in the motus 
rectus; these are progressions, in which the two voices move not only in the 
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same direction, but also in the same interval; for instance: when two voices 
progress upward or downward in Seconds or Fourths. 

Some of the.se Parallelisms are indeed very euphonious and, therefore, 
like the other motions, entirely permissible.. Others, however, are to be avoi
ded partly because they do not satisfy the musical ear and again, because 
they counteract the in<h>pendent movement of the voices .. Such forbidden pro
gressions are Parallel Fifths and Octaves. 

Remat·k. To comprehend clearly the reason for prohibiting parallel Fifths 
and Octaves, it must be borne in mind that we have to deal not with the 
massive harmonization of orchestra or piano composition, but with 4 sepa
rate independent voices. which do not permit of extensive doubling. Should 
the question arise whether only parallel octaves and fifths are forbidden, 
and parallel dissonant intervals permitted, we may add, that for the pre
sent we are familiar only with tone-combinations, in which such progres
sions do not occur. Once for all, then, let it be said that in Harmony pro
gressions of parallel fifths and octaves are prohibited .. 

Now on!~ are we in a position to answer the question put at the be" 
ginning of this paragraph .. 

lf we wish to connect two triads having no external relationship, we 
can not lead all the voices a second upwards or downwards, as parallel 
fifths and octaves would arise. 

···=-
To avoid this fault we must employ contrary motion, without, however, 

proceeding in great skips .. 
The fault is by no means corrected, if we replace the step of a sec.ond 

by a skip of a seventh in the opposite direction (contrary motion), as in 
that case the fifths and octaves really remain. 

Moreover, we obtain a very unmelodious skip of a seventh in the Bass. 
So we will allow the Bass to retain its melodious step of a second, and, 

employing contrary motion, lead each of the other voices into the nearest 
interva.l of the following chord" 
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24,. 

We have now learned, how to connect, within its own limits, all the 
consonant chords of the major scale in all positions .. Besides working out the 
following \vritten exercises, we chould advise the pupil to form at the piano 
all manners of chord-combinations in all the keys, in order to master them 
more thoroughly. 

E x e r c i s e s .. 

2:> Effi ~ r-J J rJ+r l J r I r ; ; J -LW 
@-}~J-f±9lm~±f J r J r -rfj 
t9E~=-4 ~ ~ J~~ ----~-=r=~ J8 ~0 1~~1$ -r ; : -b=-J.1Mt:+~=r--t-·r-: 

a~t=itrrffi±t-H=t=tWE#I:-~ 

t~·-#~~l±ft--t:=JJ+k trw-~~~ 

~Ii$1_=r:--~-q:æ r c 1$jithÆ 

fD=~ttr-r_ f:-1J::tL4*~-#=i#JE-J-.J_mt 

C H A P T E R IV .. 

Deviations from rutes governing the connection of related 
triads. 

§ 14. In the foregoing exercises we retained the common tone in the 
same voice, when connecting two chords and thus obtained greater beauty 
and smoothness in harmonic progressions .. We need observe this rule, ho
wever, only in so far as it does not hinder us in our true purpose: a free 
and independent leading of the voices .. 

This aim we will seek gradually to attain by disregarding at times 
those restraining rules, whose purpose it was at the start to fortify us 
against error. Even at this stage we might occasionally do so. provided we 
thereby improve the voice-leading. Thus it has been said, for example, that 
the position of the upper voices should not be too high. Now, if we see tbat 
this can be avoided by a deviation from the rule in question, we may make 
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such a deviation, observing, however, the necessary precaution .. We JJlust 
bear in mind chiefly the follO\ving points: . 

1) Two triads, however closely related internally and externaliy, must 
never directly follow each other in the same position, as parallel fifths and 
octaves must necessarily occur. 

2) The uppermost voice must make no jumps greater than a fourth. 

27. 

3) In this case the Bass must progress in contrary motion to the upper 
parts, so that no concealed Fifths and Octaves are formed. 

Besides the parallel or open Fifths and Octaves there exist also con
cealed ones. These occur, when two voices jump in parallel motion into a 
Fifth or Octaye 

These hidden progressions, however, lose their disagreable nature, ifthe 
two chords possess a common tone, which remains in the same voice, e .. g. 

~·== 
But if this rule is not applied, the concealed Fifths and Octaves sound 

extremely unpleasant 

Directly we employ contrary motion, which excludes these hidden pro
gressions, the same chord-combinations sound pleasant. 
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In the following examples therefore, deviations from the rule in question 
are admissible only, if contrary motion can be employed in the Bass 

If the leading tone, the third of the Dominant triad, is in the Soprano 
voice, and the Dominant triad is followed by the tonic, the deviation is not 
permitted, as the tendency of the leading tone is to move 'upward a half
tone into the tonic. Should we tind it, however. in one of the inner voices, 
we may lead it a third downward .. 

not good good good 

1
=-·s1 Tk!tt~ 

32. -19 -19 

~~ 0 11 ° u-=a 
The same holds good for the tonic triad, if succeeded by the sub-domi

nant triad. In this case the third of the tonic triad partakes of the nature 
of the leading tone, since these two chords have the same relationship as 
Dominant to Tonic 

33. 
t@ !>§ 11 ;:~1bTi@I 
r~; ·~ . 8-~~-=;=_!:::j 

E x er c ise s. 

IU. tæfifi--H-r c ; T--fT~tttiT?r=-$1 

EZLH r r 1 r tir 1 r n-w~rmt1 
1Æ i TI~-r 18 _,__ ?FJ J=t:t_~-!-1--:~~---.__-~f§ ~--- rx_tr:±=±: ___ ~ r~ 

~;iytmIJ?fu=;JtilYJ JT-fftr=f=m 
~=#( ~-VJlw=-rtw r fl r ~ ÆTrf r; Jlfi~jj 
tW1--1If!ftfti1ftt=rfFttifiJ?Lf@ 
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CHAPTER V. 

Harmonic Sequences. 
§ 15. A Harmonic Sequence is a chord-progression, in which a motive con

sisting of two or more chords is repeated a number of times, always on different 
steps of the scale, thereby giving rise to motion downwards or upwards" 

In the repetitions the same arrangement of voices has to prevail as in 
the motive. 

&i). 

87. 

The motive may consist either of several positions of one and the same 
chord, or of different chords properly connected 

§ 16 .. At the piaces marked NB. we find the diminished triad on the 
7-th degrf'e. Because of the dissonant interval it contains (the diminished 
fifth) it must not be used with as much liberty as the other triads of the 
scale. We will, therefore, indulge in its use only with the greatest precau·
tion. Its use in the Sequence is justified on the ground that the repetition 
of the motive and the carrying out of the Sequence demand it. 

§ 17 .. It may be stated with regard to the diminished triad, that its use 
is not absolutely restricted to the Sequence. It may appear, for instance, 
supported between two related triads, in which case the comm.on tones must 
unquestionably be retained in the same voices. 

*) Contrary to the mle in § 11. the Bass her·e progresses upward by a Sixth, instead ot 
downward by a Third .. This is permitted whenever the carr~ing out of the motive demands it. 
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,-, 1--1 r--1 11 

~J-tt~wwvn-J-=t-GEJj=~ TffT-if#; ]lJ 
---(9-- - ~ -

n rin 1-111 11 

~~3=$ft1IUE11r J Ff±±=@ 
11 1-1 Il Il 

~~Irr JIH#tt-rf?Hl@lfl 

NB.. 

~E=E&ltJff~~~p~+--@--+-..--_ 1;@ 
n r; 11 11 NB. 

~~--PfÆrn_uJ;f-Lr r*~:f4--+---_ I*~ 
CHA P TER VI. 

'I'he Harmony of the minor scale. 
§ 18 .. The Harmony of the minor scale is built up on the so-called "har

monic minor scale" and consists of the same notes as its parallel major scale, 
with the exception that the 7-th step is raised by half a tone .. This is done 
in order to establish a lending-tom, which, as the pupil will perceive later, 
is indispensable to the cadence **) Hence arises the characteristic interval of 

*) At the bracketed places sequences are to be constructed as in the examples. 
**l Each composition is closed by a cadence, which consiats of the Dominant triad and the 

tonic. We refer to it later on .. 
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the mrnor scale; namely the augmented second between the 6-th and 
7-th steps, 

C-major scale. 

The other minor scale-called the melodic, has no significance in Har
mony; for as its name implies, it is merely a melodic variation of the harmo
nic scale, made in order to avoid the dissonant step of the augmented second. 

§ 19 .. Jf we construct triads on the steps of the minor··scale, we obtain 
only four consonant chords: two small or minor triads (on the tonic and 
sub-dominant) and two great or major triads (on the dominant and the 
6·-th step).. 

III IV V VI VII 

41. 

In the remaining triads we find dissonant intervals' - diminished or 
augmented Fifths 

Il llI IV V VI VII 

42. ~@ i i= 0 ~;:=~ 
-19 

Since, as we have remarked before, the real essence of harmony lies 
in chords that are euphonious, complete in themselves and consonant, there 
is no need of demonstrating that the harmony of the minor-scale is not so 
rich in material a,R that of the major 

§ 20 .. In connecting the consonant triads in minor we will follow the ru
les laid down in the preceding chapter.. 1iegarding the use in minor of the 
tw0 diminished triads on the 2-nd and 7-th degree and the augmented triad 
(so-called, because of its augmented fifth) on the third degree, we must first 
make several observations .. 

We know that a dissonant chord demands support, which may consist 
either in a correct outward connection with its two neighbouring triads, or 
in its internal relationship to them-as in the carrying out of a motive (e .. g" 
in a sequence). 

Since, however, harmonic sequences, which justify the use of the dimi
nished triad in major, are not quite practicable in minor because of the many 
dissonant chords, let us see, if diminished and augmented triads cannot be 
used otherwhere than in a sequence, perhaps by invariably placing them 
between two consonant chords. 

I. Jhe diminished triad on the 7-.fh degree is related to the triads on the 
2-nd, 4-th and 5-th degrees; still it can be properly connected only with the 
Dominant triad, as the connection with the other two would call for a step 
of an augmented second, which sounds very unpleasant and is always to 
be avoided .. 
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!l3. 

This triad then can be connected only with the Dominant triad the two 
common tones being kept in the same voices.. ' 

"·== 
This succession of chords-it must be observed-while being possible, is 

extremely rare 
IL The diminished triad on the 2-nd degre,e can be connected with the 

triads on the 4-th, 5-th and 6-.th degree. Avoid however: 
a) concealed Octaves and Fifths 
bl the step of the augmented second .. 
The latter disappears, if, in connecting the diminished with the domi

nant triad, contrary motion is employed. 

Ill. The augmented triad (on the 3-rd degree) can without difficulty be 
connected with the triads on the 1-st, 5-th and 6-th degrees. This triad is 
but seldom used as a diatonic chord; as a chromatic or altered chord, ho
wever, it is much applied-as we shall see later on .. 

§ 21. In the vreceding paragiaph it \\as remarked, that the step of the 
augmented second shoald be avoided at all times. For this reason the 
leading-tone (third of the dominant triad) is led upwards in joining the 
triads on the 5-th and 6-th degrees .. The triad on the 6-th degree then 
appears with doubled third and an arrangement of the voices, which de
viates from the general rule 

47. 
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When these two triads succeed each other in opposite order to the 
above, which indeed seldom occurs, the third of the triad on the 6-th degree 
must be doubled for the same reason. 

~c: :::: :: 
Exe reises. 

49. ~ ULt=IO r. J I r. -F-r1hlffrl--J4ffil 
- 3 # # # ~ ~5 # ~5 

~rT=+=rtrJA rc. JIAA~ r J rJ Jr~ 
~ # # 8 # 

-iJl 
~1 ; r 4tt=f-Ec=f-JJ@;ljg_~gt+-=§I 

# # ~ ~ 

~t1f48itf~~ 
~rTff=fIILc# I r ; ~-Jilf9=~ 

w-!rn ~)); =ptrr~~F 
[?=lf-=ø1 C G-J=ffl#~J@tftr_±h-~ 

... #:!t5 ... ~# ~ j:! 

~4=-~4-e-rEt1ij-~==jj) 
~s# ~ # # # 

Rl'/Yflark.. The figures and accidentals below the notes in these examples 
are the signs of the so-called figured Bass .. These signs, which indicate the 
Harmony, are placed above or below the Bass---notes. In this connection 
observe the following rules: 

a) The triads in their fundamental form (others are unknown to us for 
the present) are designated by figures corresponding to their intervals: 

. s. g_ Except in a few cases these figures are not employed; so that 
3• 5, 8· 5, 8 
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bass-notes without figures below them signify the fundamental form of the 
triad.. Single figures as 3, 5, 8, refer to the position of the triad: 

50.J,~ 
~-=-a---1b~ 

s 3 & 

b) Accidentals not occurring in the signature of the key, as well as na
turals must invariably be given in figured-Bass. Note here, that an acciden
tal unaccompanied by any figure always refers to the third of the chord. 
Should the accidental be meant for a ditlerent interval, the figure designa
ting that interval must be placed to the right of the accidental. 

Accordingly the accidental referring to the third of the dominant triads 
in the above bass are unaccompanied by any figure: 

while the accidental referring to the fifth of the augmented triad has the 
figure 5 next tq it: 

CHAPTER VII. 

Open Position. 
§ 22. A distribution of the voices. in which, reckoning down from the 

Soprano, the Alto and Tenor have respectively the next succeeding intervals, 
is called "close position". 

In distinction to this we have the "open position''; in which the inner 
voices are separated from the Soprano and from each other by two inter
vals of the chord, so that what was Tenor in close position becomes Alto 
in oper" and the tone that served for Alto is transposed down an octave 
into the Tenor. So one and the same group of chords can be written in two 
different ways. 

C l o s e P o s i ti o n. 

e:-~ ~-1~;;~1-~ 
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Open 

A meiely mechanical transposition of the inner voices, however, makes 
it evident that our leading of the voices is by no means free as yet; that, 
in other words, the inner voices are still subordinate to the upper voice" 
While the voices are, in most cases, distributed to best advantage in either 
of these two positions-which we shall call normal positions-we call atten
tion ·to the fact that, the freer and more independent the movement of the 
voices, the more beautiful the harmony. Each voice must be independent of 
the others. Neither close nor open positions must preponderate; they must 
alternate and even give way to still other-exceptional positions. 

Exercises: It will suffice, to work out the foregoing exercises in open 
position. 

C H A P T E R VIIL 

The Inversions of the Triad. 
§ 23.. The fundamental tone of a triad is not. always in the Bass, it may 

be substituted by the third or the fifth of the tnad .. 
A triad, which has not the fundamental tone for its Bass is called in

verted; and the process by which the fundamental is transposed into one of 
the upper voices is called "Inver·sion" of the triad .. 

Every triad has two inversions: 

1. 2. 

li a. ~ li ! ~ 

The first inversion is called the chord of the third and sixth, because the 
upper voices are distant respectively a third and a sixth from the Bass .. 
This chord is more briefly called the chord of the sixth. 

The second inversion is called the chord of the sixth and fourth. 
Beside the external distinctic.n between the fundamental triad and its 

inversions, there exists an internal, or, we might say, "spiritual" difference .. 
This latter is evinced by the different harmonic significance of these three 
forms of the triad, as well as by their different impressions on the human 
ear. 

The triad in its fundamental form contains a perfect consonance - the 
pure Fif'th-which lends to it the element of absolute repose and complete
ness in itself. This chord is perfect, an "accord parfait", as the French cal! 
it. The inversions of the triad, however, contain no perfect consonances; 
they lack this element of repose and evince a tendency to progress" For 
this reason the inversions of the triads are-as a rule-to be found in the 
middle of a composition, rarely at the commencement, and never at the end .. 

The manipulation of the inversions of the triads will present some dif
ficulties to the student. But these he will doubtless overcome with the aid 
of rules serving that purpose. The rules, however, will be disclosed to him 
later on, in the harmonization of given melodies. 
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§ 24. Hitherto we have doubled only the fund.amental tone in the fun
damental form of the triad .. We remarked, it will be remembered, that this 
is not only the most usua), but also the best course to pursue, as the na
ture of the chord seems to demand if. If, now, we distribute the upper voi
ces of the inversions in the same manner as in the fundamental position, 
we obtain the following aspects of the chord: 

Chord of the third and Chord of the sixth and 
sixth ( sixth) fourth (six-four) 

c ! §*11 til 
1)6. 

~ ?2 $a a a 
~ 

In the chord of the sixth the third aµpears doubled; in, the chord of the 
six . .four-the fifth. A doubling of the third, however, being unnatural and 
unsatisfactory to the musical ear, it is better to double the fundamental 
tone or the fifth in the chord of the sixth. This necessitates an exceptional 
position of the voices 

In close position In open position. 
__a _ _aa__ a a 

t9 ~ --12 ~ Jt=zr= n -t9 [] 

The advisibility of doubling any one interval depends on the distribution 
of the voices in the preceding chord, or on the connection of the chord of 
the sixth with the following chord. 

68. 

The doubling of the third in the chord of the sixth is by no means 
prohibited, if it can be justified by good voice-leading. 
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59. 

Remark.. Frequently we meet with a whole series of chords of the sixth, 
which folll)W scalewise one after the other. In such a case it is best to lead 
two voices parallel to the Bass and the third in contrary motion to it. Thus 
we obtain an alternate doubling of fundamental, third and fifth If the Bass 
moves upward, we commence by doubling the Fifth; if downward, we double 
first the fundamental. 

If the chord of the sixth of the dominant triad is followed by the tonic, 
the third of the former must never be doubled, as it is the leading tone. 

not irood 

81. 

A doubled fifth sounds not at all unpleasant; so that the cio.se position 
of the upper voices of the six-four chord may be retained.. The fundamen
tal is doubled only in cases where we wish to avoid concealed octaves, 
which sound especially bad in the six-four chord .. 

hetter hetter 

~.=:= 
§ 25 .. The chord of the sixth will be discoursed at length later on; for 

the present we can say that it appears much more seldom than the other 
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forms of the triad. It assumes great importance, however, in a certain har· 
monic closing formula, called the "Cadence"" 

Exe re ises. 
1. 

68. L2ttftf ·rJIJJJ;I 1 J !Jffr JtJ 
6 

2. 

ræ-J f_JJJED r I r r r r I a li# i F r k#b14 
5 ~ 6 0 3 6 ~ 

~=gt=a-#$1 J r ; lj ; I r· 1 ; J @IJ:JJd 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

3. 

~d?d tftffti4Itt±Wd:f_Jil J u 4 
6 6 3 ~ 3 3 

l:LiW-IT44-m=w=t~ u" Ill Uzj r;w ~ ~ 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

4 .. 

f2ltt±f=i=--=i=~-;=t=:i+=;;;-r-=+•~r+=p--==1 Jf=t~=i=::;=;;:::+_1-:::;:r-::;::t-=+-J-=+;=J=r=6=r *"~-bdlr===ll 
6 -i:;--6 6 6 : 

Note L The inversions of triads are figured according to their names-
the first-6; the second-·t. · 

Note IL The pupil must take the greatest pains to avoid forbidden 
progressions, as only the most unplagging attention serves eventually to 
eliminate thcm entirely. For this purpose the position of the chords must 
frequently be changed. If for instance in the last two bars of the 4-th exer
cise the triad on G be placed in the position of the third and the voices 
led respectively into the nearest intervals of the following chords, we obtain 
three successive parallel fifths: 

64. 
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We avoid these faulty progressions, however, by placing the triad on 
G in the position of the fifth: 

fJ t ril 
As regards concealed progressions, we would say that, while they are 

if possible to be avoided, they are not absolutely forbidden, if the leading 
of the voices demands them" The concealed octaves, for instance, which 
appear in the following sequence, are pretty well justified by the repetition 
of the motive: 

(the 5-th bar of the 3-rd exercise) 

r--1 r--1 r--1 

66. 

6 6 6 

Much more to be condemned would be their appearance in the motive 
itself instead of in its repetition: 

G7. 

In working these exercises the pupil will meet with numerous little ob
stacles. which theory is not able to point out; but these will gradually dis
appear, as the pupil strives to perfect his technic. 

CHAPTER IX 

The Inversions of the Diminished and Å.ugmented Triads. 
§ 26. The firi;;t inversion of the diminished triad is of great significance 

in Harmony, and is, unlike the inversions of other triads, even more in use 
than its fundamental form. The reason for this is that the chord of the sixth 
of the diminished triad is in reality a consonant chord, its upper voices 
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forming respectively a third and a sixth wtth the Bass The fundamental 
form of this triad on the other hand, contains a diminished fifth and there
fore belongs to the dissonant chords. The second inversion sounds exceedingly 
harsh aud is therefore hardly ever used, except in three-part-writing. 

§ 27 .. In connecting the chord of the sixth of the diminished triad with 
other triads of the key the following two cases should be distinguished: 

1) when it precedes the tonic triad. 
2) when it precedes another triad of the scale. 
In the first case the fundamental tone of the triad is at the same time 

Ieading tone and must be led upward, for which reason it must not he 
doubled The best tone to double here would be the fifth, though occasionally 
the third is doubled. 

As the leading tone must at all times resolve into the tonic, the fifth 
of the diminished triad must not move upward, when placed above the fun
damental tone, since forbidden progressions would necessarily arise. 

For this reason we must always avoid in the said chord of the sixtb a 
position of voices, in which two fifths appear above the fundamental tone: 

The connection of tbis chord with the tonic triad is very common. 

~ :-6 li g 
"·fu: :+~ 

~ Fe:; ~-JF-f-iidl 
a li 6 -~-=ti 

I 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

In the. second of the above mentioned cases, cbietly the fundamental 
tone;-(as m all otber chords of the sixth) is doubled, since it is no longer 
leadmg tone. 

IL=:: : : :: : : :: : : 
6 6 6 6 li 
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The use of the chord of the sixth of the diminished triad on the second 
degree (in minor) is subject to the general rules. 

§ 28. The inversions of the augmented triad on the 3-rd degrec in i.ni
nor present so many difficulties in their connection with other triads (even 
though related), that for the present we must abstain from using them; the 
more so, as we shall return to this chord later on, when we shall treat it 
as an incidental or passing harmony of the major scale. 

Exer c ises" 

?4. ~.l.±f±MElEE_~~~+ :01FJ 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
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Note.~ The signs occurring in the last three exercises are applied in 
accordance with the rules laid down in division b. of the note to § 21. 

S e c o n d S e c t i o n. 

Dissonant Harmoni es, Chords of the Seventh and Chords of the 
Ninth. 

All chords consisting of four or five tones are dissonant chords, as 
their fundamental tone forms a seventh or a ninth with the uppermost tone. 
These chords are not independent harmonies .. but find their support and 
justification in the chord that fol!ows them 'I'he leading of a dissonant into 
a consonant chord is called "resolution" Every chord of the seventh must be 
resolved into a triad. 

CHA P TER X .. 

The Dominant Chord. 
§ 29 .. It we superimpose an additional third on each triad of the diato

nic scale, we obtain a series of chords of the seventh. 

Major. 

75. 

Of all these chords of the seventh, the most important and frequently 
used is that on the 5-th degree. It is called the chord of' the dominant-seventh, 
or briefly, dominant chord; it resolves into the tonic triad 

The resolution is effected in the following manner: the seventh moves 
(like all dissonances) one degree downward; that is, into the third of the 
triad. The fifth progresses one degree upward or descends one degree into 
the third or the fundamental tone of the triad; more frequently into the 
latter .. The third (here leading tone) progresses one degree upward, into the 
tonic; and the fundamental tone leaps upward a fourth or downward a 
fifth into the fundamental tone of the triad. 

The resolution of the Dominant chord produces an incomplete form of 
the triad, in which the fifth is wanting. This is seen in the following exam
ples. 
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n. 

In the Octave-position of the Dominant chord one interval must be 
omitted, as the doubling of the fundamental leaves but two voices for the 
remaining three intervals (third, fifth and scventh). In most cases the fifth 
is dropped, its absence being least felt; on rare occasions the third is omitted .. 

often rare 

In these examples the fundamental tone in the Bass was correctly re
solved. So, the fundamental tone in the upper voice cannot be resolved in 
the same way, lest parallel octaves are formed. It must therefore remain 
stationary-that is, resolve into the fifth of the triad. In this way the con
nection of the Dominant chord with the tonic triad becomes more empho
nious and smooth, besides producing a complete triad, in which the fifth is 
not wanting .. With the same purpose in view the fifth of the dominant 
chord in the positions of the third and fifth is omitted and the fundamen
tal tone doubled. 

§ 30. The Dominant chord has three inversions: 

Il III 

The names of these inversions are derived from the intervals formed 
between the bass and one of the chief tones (seventh or fundamental of the 
dominant chord. Thus: 

the first inversion is called: chord of the sixth and fifth 
the second is called: chord of the fourth and third 
the third " " chord of the second" 

These inversions are resolved according to the rules set down in the 
last paragraph; with the one exception, that the fundamental tone, which 
lies in the upper or in one of the middle voices, always remains stationary, 
so that the resolution results in a perfect triad. 
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Chord of the sixth and fifth Chord of the fourth and third. 

~·====: 
Chord of the second 

~~~ ~ffl!4-~ll==tE 
In addition be it remarked, that the tifth of the dominant chord, whe

ther in its fundamental form or in its inversions, is usually led downwards; 
only in cases where it appears necessary, it is led upwards, giving a triad 
with doubled third. 

As a preliminary exercise the pupil should write the Dominant chord 
in all its positions, with all possible resolutions, and in all keys; close and 
wide positions are to be employed in turn. 

2-nd Exercises .. 
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.~g 

~~3_?~-o~l~J~_,_l~J-; =t~;--J6~l~rX-~61__,J~' ~J 
xf 6 xi _.. - xo6 ~ 

~-g~-=-==t o I r J J l~JL=dl 
6 467 6 4 7 

6 X 6 X 

Note. The figuring of the Dominant chord and its inversions is done 
according to their names .. The fundamental form is expressed by the fi
gure 7; the chord of the sixth and fifth by a; the chord of the sixth and 
fourth by-~; the chord of the second by 2. 

In minor the necessary accidentals must appear; those relating to the 
third without an accompanying figure-as before mentioned-and those re
ferring to other intervals of the chord with the appropriate figure. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER X 

§ 30 Here we wish to point out some exceptions to the rures goviw
ning the resolution of the Dominant chord .. 

a) The Dominant chord resolves into the chord of the sixth, if the Bass 
leaps a third downward .. In this case an exceptional resolution of the se
venth is imperative, it we would avoid some extremely unpleasant con
cealed octaves .. 

&.e;;:-::: 
7 6 '1 6 7 6 

b) The Dominant chord may also resolve into the six - four chord of 
the triad, if the Bass remains stationary. Where there are two fundamen
tal tones, both of them must be retained in the same voice. 

85. 

7474 7474 74 7:1747474 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 

c) In the fundamental form of the Dominant chord the third may same• 
times progress two steps downward and the seventh one step upward; but 
only in case these intervals lie in the inner voices .. The Alta is best adap
ted to such progressions. Contrary motion must be used to avoid comealed 
fifths and octaves. 

not so. 
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d) In the third inversion the fifth-when lying in the Soprano or Te
nor voice-may leap a fourth upward, or a fifth downward. But faulty pro
gressions, open or concealed, must be carefully avoided .. 

87. 

e) There are still several other deviations from the rules, in resolving 
the first two inversions of the Dominant chord; but they occur more rarely. 
As these haYe for their object a free leading of the voices, with which the 
pupil is not yet familiar, I will make but brief mention of them at this 
point, without recommending their employment .. 

~J~~ 
(~_gg_@J~ 0 li 0 ~ 

8 å f f 
§ 3L We have already mentioned that only the fundamental tone of 

the Dominant chord may be doubled. It may be added though, that, on rare 
occasions the fifth is omitted and the fundamental tone doubled, also in the 
chord of the sixth and fifth and of the second. 

89. 

Exer c ises. 

00• ~rHITII J ; I r r r I r r ; I J r r 4 
2 6 4 5 7 7 6 7 4 

6 6 6 

t211 r-=-t=t=-L1
6 

44__.._J____.;,____J---lj=; J J I r _r-831 
6 7 6 4 7 • 

6 

@Mc ; u+TIJ r ; I J J r r_ I r J J I J J r±J 
7 6 6 6 6 6 4 2 

6 
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w• J J J 

4 
6 
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J .H t rJ r f 1 J J ptB 

4 
6 

J J 
4 
6 

4 
6 ~ 6 

CHAPTER XI. 

Free Voice-Leading. 
§ 32. We have learnt that the voices of a chord may appear in close 

or open position; and that these two positions are the most normal and 
advantageous .. But true harmonic beauty does not consist in arranging the 
voices of a chord in this way or that; in consists rather in the character 
and independence ot the voices themselves-that is, in voice-leading which 
not only is not dependent on these two positions, but, on the contrary, gi
ves rise to either one of them by reason of its peculiar character. Hitherto, 
in all our examples, the movement of the middle voices was determined by 
the upper voice and thus no opportunity for independence was offered .. But 
as soon as it is no longer dominated by the upper voice, each voice gains 
in significance, deriving, as it were, a distinct physiognomy· and character 
of its own, which entirely determines the positions of the voices in a chord; 
so that an arbitrary use of close or wide positions is not practicable.. The 
alternate employment of these two positions will then be found necessary. 
A free leading of the voices may also occasion an exceptional or abnormal 
position of the intervals of a chord, as for instance in the following triad 
on C: 

normal position casual position 

e ; :::;~i; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
a 

li 
91. 

"9-

"19-
a g ~ 1'] aa a a 

It should be remembered, then, that free voice-leading is of such a na
ture as to bring about not only an altt;rnate recurrence of the two normal 
positions, hut also accidental, unsyrnmetrical positions of the intervals. 

§ 33. To gain a clear idea of the character of the several voices, we 
must remember in the first place, that we have to deal with outer and inner 
voices. 

The two outer voices (Soprano and Bass) are of a very mobile nature 
They might be likened to a cuned line rising and falling in waves .. Fifths 
and fourths are characteristic jumps in the Bass; though this voice is also 
very partial to scale·-like progressions by steps, mostly in contrary mo
tion to the Soprano 

The Soprano best adapts itself to progression by steps, though jumps 
of fourths, fifths, sixths and octaves are by no means excluded .. Such jumps, 
however, must never follow one another in close succession. 

The inner voices are distinctly averse to much motion; they are fltted 
by nature to retain the common tones of chords .. Often they retain one and 
the same tone through two, three or more bars. The inner voices are best 
kept at an altitude not too high and should not be t00 far apart from each 
other .. Where the chord is not in close position, hO\vever, they must not 
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approach each other too closely. We must be peculiar to avoid a position 
of the voices, in which the inner voices are close to the Bass. with the 
Soprano lying very high .. Theory can supply but a very general insight into 
the nature of the voices. It is for the student-,-provided he is sufficiently 
talented-gradually to learn and appreciate by diligent application all the 
finer points and peculiarities of free-voice-leading - matters which cannot 
be laid down in formula. 

92. 

The following is an example of free-voice-leading: 

li li 

3 

" 
IS 6 

Exer c ises" 

4 
6 

J. J 
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m+?W J r I r s t G h1J J J J J' I J J J J B I r ndl 
5 ~ 6 3 5 6 ~ 7 4 7 4 7 
(i -1'1' #~ 6 6~6~6~ 

CHA P TER XII 

The chord of the Ninth. 
§ 34 .. In major, as well as in minor we find on the 5-th degree a five

voiced chord: this is called the chord of the ninth, because of the interval ot 
a ninth formed by the lowest voice and the uppermost voice. 

This doubly - dissonant chord contains, in major, a major ninth, and is 
therefore called the major chord of the ninth. In minor it contains a minor 
ninth-and is ca!led the minor chord of the ninth The chord of the ninth re
sol ves into the tonic triad; the intervals already discussed in the Dominant 
chord, are led as before; the ninth, however, progresses one degree down
ward-like the seventh. 

In four-part-writing the fifth is omitted. 

§ 35 .. The chord of the ninth, being a strongly dissonant chord. must be 
prepared; that is, the ninth must be part of the preceding chord, and must 
be kept in the same voice .. The triads of the 2-nd, 4-th and 6-th degrees may 
serve as such preparing chords. 

The tonic triad can also serve as preparing chord, if it appears in the 
same position as in the resolution of the chord of' the ninth 

§ 36 .. lnversions of the chord of the ninth are not used .. 
Note .. In figured Bass this chord is designated by \l .. 

~6. l%t J r r J 1 J J r r 1 J J ij ; J J I J J J1J 
6 7 9 6 6 6 9 

*) 

[9= c - r- I ('.' 

I r I 
2 6 4 

6 
----·-

*) The flgures 8 7 denote that in the Dominant triad the octave should be led into the se
venth, whereby the Dominant chord is formed 
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J I J J J · I F r I J. li ~~1 ; 15 I µ ; ~ 
~ 7 3 6 

9 6 " 4 

~ 1'i' 

6 9 6 9 87 

CHAPTER XIII 

Chords of the minør and diminished seventh. 
§ 37 Next in importance to the Dominant chord is the chord of the se

venth on the 7-th degree of the scale. In major it is called: the chord of the 
minor seventh, in minor: chord of the diminished seventh 

min or, - dimin. sev. ch. 

97.[i?T~~1 
As regards their resolution, these chords are treated as chords of the 

ninth without fundamental tone. Consequently their fundamental tone (the 
third of the churd of the ninth) is led one degree upward-their third (iit'th 
of the chord of the ninth) one degree upward or downward-their fifth (for
merly seventh) and seventh (t'ormerly ninth) one degree downward .. Should 
the third lie below the seventh, it cannot progress downwards, or parallel 
Fifths would be formed. 

§ 38. The inversions of these two cho1ds of the seventh bear the same 
names as tbose of the Dominant cbord 

Chord of the 
Sixth and Fourth Fourth & Third Second 

a a~ 

1
~;g=~~~~;r-~ø-:=W~~:~~~ 

~ ~:: ~ 0~~o o o o li 0 =-"="TI 
~6~636 ~6~62 6 2~2~2~ 



e=::r;;_~: ::::::: 
& 6 & 6 & 6 3 6 3 6 3 6 ~2 4 ~2 4 ~2 4 

~6 ~6 #6 ~4 ~4 ~4 ~ 6 11' 6 ~ 6 

The fifth, (formerly seventh) if it lies in one of the middle-voices, may 
exceptionally be resolved upwards, provided no faulty progressions result. 

~ - ~ ~ 

{ 
~ 2~l~~~t=E=ff' ~ 11*441 

100. I 

t2fi 0 ILf Q li 0 tf1bi4AI ~ O g=:jf 
& 6 2 4 2 4 ~5 6 ~2 4 ~2 
6 6 6 ~6 11' 6 11' 

Such a deviation is decidedly advantageous in the resolution 
chord of the second, as the voices of the resulting six - four chord 

4 
6 

of the 
deri ve 

thereby a normal position .. 
§ 39 .. The chord of the diminished seventh gains greatly by being pr~

pared, though this is not absolutely necessary, as in the case of the m1-
nor seventh··chord . 

.. 1.e:::::::=:::: 
r. 6 7 3 6 4 2 4 _.i; 6 :i 6 
6 4 6 6 ~6 ;4 

The tonic triad may be used as preparation for this seventh-chord, if 
it appears in the same position in preparation and resolution .. In the same 
way also the Dominant triad, as it has two tones in common with this se
venth chord 

E x e r c i s e s .. 
1. 

103. rnI~ J M e r r cl 1-p=d I:t=l-=--;~ 
3------r. 2 4 6 7 
& 6 ti 

19= • J e J FB-tf!EI J r ;J:=:-JJ-=rai 
6 3 - 6 4 7 0- 6 

& 6 
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2. 

@= % ~ fiffi-J Jb&Jp r f e I J ~ ~ I ~r ~ ; l 
~6 87 ~6 6 

6 , , , 3 6 6 6 
5 

~t;;r r J j-L J J J I J r r r I r . I 
~~~~==t=±=EEa~EEs=JII 

6 6 & 6 3 7 7 
6 4 

Note The horizontal lines in the figured bass notation indicate that the 
intervals next to which they are placed, have to rernain stationary, while 
in the Bass sound the next following intervals of the chord in notation" For 
instance, in the first bar of the first exercise, the lines next the figures 
g indicate, that the intervals of the triad on G-which correspond to these 
tigures-have to sound on during the following three notes of the Bass, thus 
giving rise to a chord of the sixth and a chord of the 2 

So: or so: 

lM.{lti : =:: J 2 =: 
3 3 
6 5 

The short line below the note f sharp in the last bar of the third 
exercise indicate that the third of the triad (leading tone) must rernain sta
tionary, while the octave progresses downward into the seventh. 
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~ 7 

A short oblique or vertical line to a figure denotes the repetition of 
that figure. 

106. 

~H ~ ~1 
I I I I j_ 

:!!:. .L ... = 
~ r ~ r?fl 

6 
'1 I 

CHA P TER XIV 

The connection of dissonant Harmonies resolving into the 
tonic triad. 

§ 40. The dissonant chords just treated, need not always resolve di
rectly into the triad In some cases these chords are repeated once, or se· 
veral times. befare being resolved; or they are even led first into other 
dissonant chords. 

Following are a few such cases: 
a) The fundamental form of the Dominant chord is repeated several ti

mes, whereby complete chords must not be mingled with incomplete ones 
lacking the fifth .. 

Where the fifth is wanting, such a repetition of the chord is permitted 
only on condition that the seventh is never led into the fundamental tone, 
except when it appears in the Alto, and the chord is in close position .. 

,--n;-----;;d--1 

'*'c-,f,,_ggg~-~~51~11 
l~~~tjl a a a___E?JI a NI 

7 7 7 7 7 7 77 



In free-voice-leading the Dominant chord may be repeated in the 
most diverse positions, provided the seventh is never led into the funda
mental. 

b) In connecting the inversions of the Dominant chord with one another 
and with the fundamental form, the seventh should, if possible, be retained 
in the same voice or at least in the same octave .. In certain cases it may 
be led into another interval of the chord: but by no means into the funda
mental 

11•1:::::;;::~::: 
5 5 4 4 2 2 i; 3 7 .5 2 3 7 5 3 2 5 
6 633 6 4 6 4 64 6 

c) Reµet1twns ut the chord of the ninth -are rare; in minor they involve 
the exceedingly harsh step of the augmented second-from the 6-th to the 
7-th degree. Often, however, the chord of the nintll is followed by the chord 
of the dominant-seventh, which chord-combination results from premature 
resolution of the ninth into the fifth of the tonic triad (at the same time 
fundamental tone of the Dominant chord .. 

{~$~ga=:~ g;_;11 
111. .a.. .a. 

w~~#d 73 
§ rn ° rtit 0 NI 

9 8 g 8 ~ 9 Il 

7 7 9 8 ~ 
7 

d) The connection of various forms of the minor chord of the seventh 
with one another is allowed only, if the seventh remains in the same octave: 

or, in any case, is not led into the fundamental tone 



When diverse forms of the diminished chord of the seventh follow one 
another, the step of the augmented second has to be avoided. 

m.~I g ~ ~-@1 
~ o ~ lk=F=@lf ___ o IW 0 41 

~~ \ ~~ ... ~ ... ... ~~ #~ ~2 
Like the chord of the ninth, the chord of the seventh on the 7-th degree 

may precede the Dominant chord, in which case the seventh (formerly ninth) 
descends one step into the fundamental tone of the Dominant chord .. 

e) The chords of the seventh on the 5-th and 7-th degrees may also 
be connected with the Dominant triad; the seventh must here resolve not 
into the fundamental tone, but into the fifth of the triad. 

As regards the chords of the seventh on the 7-th degree, they can be 
connected with the Dominant triad only in case the latter stands between 
the second and third inversions of the chord of the seventh, and two voices 
remain stationary, while the Bass progresses in contrary motion to the third" 

"'·=== 3 g 2 
4 

~ ;:=J@==Ykf~=i=tl 

~ ;31 #~ ; ;z«'!r ~ ~:~ 
Exer c ises. 
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CHAPTER XV 

Chords of seqnence. 

2. 

å 11•1 q ~ I 

§ 41. If we repeat, several times, a motive consisting of the dominant 
chord and the tonic triad, and descend one step with each repetition, we 
obtain a Sequence made up of a series of chords of the seventh, each one 
of which - like the initial dominant chord - finds its solution in a tri ad a 
fourth higher or a fifth lower .. Such chords .of the seventh, occurring chiefly 
in sequences, are termed chords of sequence *) 

~~=-&ifrto$ & I§ a& ea I § ~J4-å81 
119. 1 -e etc. 

~?2 9-o a I 0 ° F a I 0 
0 I 0 a I 0 3 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

11~- ?I*~ _:,_______! ~~:JZ~et~~-fT-.----,--j 4J 
~ I 0 2i 0 ~ I 0 a li ~ e I 0 

G;J 

7 7 7 7 7 7 

fr2alooW:f® .r ~ -e etc 

1~: 0 :E-f-jj 0 ~ 
7 7 7 7 7 7 

*) They are also called auxiliary chords of the seventh. 
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Such Sequences may also consist of inversions of the chords 

In open position. 

fj ~ 
6 6 

~ ~ & n 
G ti G 6 

To establish a smooth connection between these chords, we must see, 
that each triad have two tones in common with the following Seventh chord. 

This purpose we accomplish by leading the fifth of the seventh chord 
one step downward into the fundamental tone of the triad If we fail to do 
this, the Sequence loseR much in beauty and continuity; and the frequent 
recurrence of so many acute dissonances can no longer be justified. There 
is also <langer of extremely harsh concealed fifths 

One common tone suffices, where the seventh-chord is in its fundamen-· 
tal form and lacks the fifth. 

~~==~~-~~~ 122.J~ ~ -9 77 

I : a o a_.__c;; =-~ 
L o____ a_.__o-===:lJ---
-~~~~~~~~~-a_.__O--o---9 

If the third of the seventh cliord lies in an inner voice, it can be led 
two steps downward; but only in contrary motion to the Bass. 

Naturally this deviation can take place only, when chords are complete 
and in the fundamental form. 
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§ 42 .. However smoothly we lead the harmonic progressions in these 
sequences, jumps are unavoidable. The bass, in the fundamental form of 
chords, proceeds by jumps of fourths and fifths; but these being characteristic 
in that voice, are by no means unpleasant. But in addition to this we find 
a periodically recurring jump of a third in one of the upper voices. Now, 
where so many strongly dissonant chords follow in close succession, it 
should certainly be our aim so completely to fuse them together, that not 
a single jump occurs 

To accomplish this aim, we frequently permit the third of the seventh 
chord to remain stationary and unresolved; the result being an unbroken 
chain of sequence chords, each of which resolves into its successor. 

C: : :: ; : : ! ; : TI ;~ 
37373777 2 5 2 5 2 525 
4 4 4 6 6 6 6 

Such a sequence is but a modification of the original sequence; and the 
law of resolution is by no means violated, as each seventh chord contains 
the tones of the triad erected on its fundamental. This is illustrated in the 
following group of chords: 

§ 43. Chords of sequen~e are not confined to the sequence; they may 
also appear otherwhere or m fragments of sequences These fragments can 
be introduced by any seventh chord, we choose We have to bear in mind, 
though, that the Seventh must at all times be prepared-that is, it must be 
contained in the same voice of the preceding chord. 
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ff the third of a sequence chord in its fundamental form, lie in the up
per voice, it may again-being no leading tone-progress two steps down· 
ward. 

This cannot occur in the Seventh-chord on the first degree, as its third 
is leading tone to the triad on the 4-th degree. 

Less good good 

The fifth may-except in a sequence-progress at will, even upwards: e" g. 

§ 41. To become more familiar with the sequence chords, let us divide 
them into groups: 

a) There are two sequence chords tbat consist of a major triad and a 
major seventh: these we tind on the 1-st and 4-th degrees of the scale 

I TV 

[~i=n ~] 130. t:!@:---=: -

Their major seventh renders them extremely harsh, for which reason 
they are used less frequently than the others. 

b) There are three sequence chords consisting of a minor triad and a 
minor seventh: they are found on the 2-nd. 3-rd and 6-th degrees of the 
scale. 

II III VI 

1s1.t;=t=it=r=fU%tJD 
Being less dissonant than the first group, they are used more often .. 
Of tipecial significance is the Seventh chord on the 2·-nd degree, a fact, 

which the student will comprehend later on. For the present we will say 
that its importance arises out of the fact that it is resolved into the Domi
nant triad, next to the tonic the most important chord of the scale. 
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c) The two forms of the chord of the seventh. on the 'i-th. degree mu~t 
bs clearly distinguished As minor seventh chord it resolves mto the tomc 
triad; as chord of sequence, however. it progresses into the triad on the 
3-rd degree. 

The minor-

Seventh-chord 

The Sequeuce-

Exercises. The pupil should write out and play all the existing chords 
of sequenee in the several major R:eys. Not until he has thoroughly digested 
the rules governing the connection and resolution of sequcnce chords should 
he work th~ following exercises 

1. 

~ ~ 

~q-;;;; m=1-d±t--1=c r t4 ;-=r-1gq 
7 7 g 6 g 6 

[2@_ J ; ; r r ti r ut?t-@~tt$~%b1 
5 5 5 5 6 7 7 
R 6 6 6 

j 9=1 E r J Rl7C=4 r N fjJ ) J CLL±J::E 
3 - 6 6 2 6 5 ~ 5 5 6 
5 - 6 6 6 6 

3. 

ffit! r J J _f-~ E r11-r~r~I r"-rlll--l'r"--t-§-'--+--~-+-1-
6 5 6 5 2 6 5 5 

6 6 6 6 

*) In this chord of the sixth and flfth the seventh cannot be p1epa1 ed; since, however, it 
has S tones in common with the preceding chord, no preparation is needed. lndeed, the succes
sion of triad and chord of the seventh on the same degree always sounds good, if the triad 
has the fundamental doubled" 
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4. 

fJ)l?f F 1 J J J ; FE?lt-c:-r J t111 Ai:!d r tt1 
3 :; 5 2 6 5 487 8 - 5 
4 • 6 6 6 3 - 6 

7 17J ~ 6g 607 1 6 

WJtt=-r r I J 1-l_u r-FfJ91 r r r lf@J1%JJi=fl 
g ~ 7 ! 7 2 ~ 6 å 7 

CHA P TER XVI. 

Cbords of sequence in minor. 
§ 45. A complete sequence in minor is not practicable, since not all 

chords of the seventh can be resolved into the required triad or chord of 
the 7··th, as we shall soon see. Let us first inspect separately the chords of 
the seventh built on the several degrees of the minor scale. 

!I III IV V VI VII 

13G.~~j_Jt21~ 
-6>-

I. The chord of the seventh on the l ·st degree cannot serve our pur
pose, because, in its resolution, the seventh would progress downward bya 
tone and a half, which would be quite at variance with the real purpose of 
resolntion For, it is only by !1 rnelodic progression of the dissonance down" 
ward into a consonance, that our musical susceptibilities, disturhed by that 
dissonance, are quitted. 

11 The chord of the seventh on the 2-nd degree resolves in the regular 
manner into the dominant triad, and is much used .. 
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Equally well can it be connected with the dominant chord. 

m.e::::r: 
7 !!: 5 l!2 3 7 2 5 

7 6 .r,4 4 ~ ti 

IIL The chord of the seventh on the 3-rd degree is a doubly dissonant 
chord, because it contains, besides the seventh, an augmented triad .. It is 
nevertheless used, its augmented fifth being led, without exception, a half
tone upwards. 

Still, this chord and its inversions are but rarely employed, as the pre
paration of the dissonances is generally fraught with much difficulty. 

,"J~-#ii ~ §dl 
1~ ~li~ 0

.- L-o od1 
j+_5 6 3 6 j+4 __ 2 6 
tt ti 4 '!'.6 

IV. The chord of the seventh on the 4-th degree is commonly resolved 
into the chord of the diminished seventh, and not into the triad, in order, 
firstly, that the third should not make the steps of the augmented second, 
and that, secondly, when the third resolves downwards, the doubling of the 
fundamental (at the same time leading-tone) of the augmented triad should 
be avoided 

5 
ti 

V The chord of the se\ enth on the 6-th degree is likewise best resol
ved into the seventh-chord and not in to the triad of the 2-nd deg1 ee. 

Resolution info the triad Resol. into the Sev. chord. 

{t~J=?iffj?if.I@ § ~1tiatlliihll 
u 2.r -&- 0 -e 

w-0t9§§Eeat?t 1m-· __,,,_____f&3. 
:; g ! 26 77 g2 ~7 2~ 



VL The chord of the seventh on the 7-th degree is not used in the 
character of a sequerice chord, as its resolution into the harmonies of the 
3-rd degree presents many difficulties. , 

We learn from the aforesaid, that a complete sequence in minor is not 
practicable .. We can construct merely fragments of such a sequence, consis
ting of the chords on the 6·th, 2-nd and 5-th-or of the chords on the 4-th 
and 7-th degrees 

Exer c is es. 
1. 

149. rn=---c 

C H A P T E R XVII 

1.'he Harmonization of a given melody. 
§ 46 .. In the harmonization of a given melody the student is confronted 

by a new difficulty .. Not only must he see that the harmonies are properly 
connected, but he must tind the chords which shall best answer the demands 
and purpose of the melody. \Ve cannot see from the melody itself what are 
the chords appropriate to it; for every tone of the melody may belong to 



several different chords, not all of which would answer the 11ppropriate hår
monic purpose. The mere fact that one of the notes of a melody fits into a 
certain chord, does not justify our application of that chord" B'urther, we 
must see that tJ;ie chord demanded by the melody, be such that it can be 
legitimately connected with its neighbours; that the voice-leading be good; 
and finally, that at certain points of the melody there shall occur special 
harmonic formulas, such as Oadmces. ' 

We will now examine the circurnstances, conditions and points of view 
that determine us in the choice of this or that chord. 

§ 47. The proper use of the triads, in their fundamental form is already 
known to us But the functions exercised by their imersions in the harmo
nization of given melodies (especially in the case of the six-four chord) we 
must inspect more closely .. 

a) The chord of the Sixth appears far more frequently than any other 
of the inversions; and its proper use is attended by no difficulties. 

We need merely strive to use it at points, where the Bass is in contrary 
motion .. Where the Bass is at rest, this chord sounds feeble and lifeless; 
especially if it be followed by the fundamental form of a triad on the same 
Bass tone. 

6 
a 11 c J r trttill 

6 

b) The chord of the sixth and fourth can be effectively employed in but 
few cases. 

These are as follows: 
1) When-the Bass progresses through all the intervals of the triad in 

succession, beginning with the fundamental tone, while the upper voices rt-· 
main stationary .. 

2) When the six-four chord stands between two triads in [their funda
mental form, with the Bass remaining stationary 

...-4+-~~~~~~~..,--G~ 

~~~==~==:0:=1~__,...,~~~G-·-i+~-.,..,..~""+--+-

J J t ~ 
This case may be modified by allowing the Bass of the chord following 

the six-four chord to progress one step up-or downwards, special care being 
taken that the chord-connection be very smooth 



me:: :::i i: 
• 3 • 6 
6 7 6 

In this case the six-four chord should occur on the unaccented part of 
the nieasure .. 

3) When the Bass progresses stepwise into and from the chord of the 
sixth and fourth. The fourth is then the link between the six-four chord and 
the chords on either side of it. Such a case occurs for example, if the chord 
stands between the fundamental form and the Sixth-chord of one and the 
same triad, 

This chord must in any case be connected with one of the neighboring 
chords by means of its fourth; and into or from its other neighbor the 
fourth must progress stepwise .. 

4) When the six-10ur chord occurs on the accented part of the measure, 
directly following its fundamental triad, and progressing into the triad a 
fifth above it*).. 

There are doubtless still other opportunities for the use of the chord 
of the sixth and fourth; but we cannot, in a theoretical treatise, enumerate 
eac~ and ~very ca.se occurring in the ptactice of the art, the purpose of 
musical science bemg rather to contemplate and systematize the harmonic 
combinations in most general use. 

*) The six•four chord is here the result of suspensions; see Chapter XX!II § 73, 
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It is left to the talented pupil to follow the promptings of his musical 
instinct and occasionally overstep the theoretical limits herein set down. 
The less talented student, however, who is in need of definite and concisely 
expressed theoretical principles should work in strict accordance with the 
rules, troublesome and unbending though they be. These rules have sprung 
empirically out of the musical promptings of man's nature" 

§ 48 .. Let us turn now to the dissonant harmonies. The Dominant chord 
can be used without restriction in all cases; if its seventh is prepared the 
chord sounds milder and more agreeable .. The resolution of the fundamen
tal form of the Dominant chord into the tonic triad constitutes the formula 
called a Cadence. To this formula belongs the property of completely clo-· 
sing off a composition or one of its parts-especially if the triad appears 
in octave position .. For which reason this succession of chords should be 
avoided in the middle of a piece of music. The inversions of the Dominant 
chord, however, have not this cadencing character and are therefore better 
suited to the intermediate portions of 3 piece, where the element of motion 
is uppermost and smooth, and fluent voice-leading necessary. 

The other chords of the seventh, as well as the chord of the ninth, re
quire preparation of their dissonances; consequently they can be employed 
only at points of the melody, where such preparation is possible. The dimi
nished seventh-chord alone may enter unprepared, in the manner of the do
minant chord; but good voice-leading is important. Finally, any dissonant 
chord can be employed, as long as a proper solution is possible. 

Dissonant chords should not be used too lavishly; proper musical eco
nomy prohibits a superabundance of them. In triad::: lies true harmonic beau
ty. In his free choice of chords the beginner should not stri ve after 
exceptional, singular effect; for, while these are of inestimable value to the 
accomplished composer in expressing certain peculiar moods, a heaping up 
of vague dissonances is not advantageous in a piece of writing, which has 
no such special purpose, and in which absolute beauty is sought rather 
than relative beauty 

§ 49. W e must always commence with a consonant chord in fundamen" 
tal form. At the close should appear the so-called prolonged cadence: except 
in cases where the last notes of the melody exclude its use .. 

The augmented cadence consists of four chords, of which the last two 
(Dominant-seventh and Tonic) constitute the cadence, properly speaking. 
The first two chords must be the tonic and the subdominant.. There are two 
kinds of prolonged cadence, depending on which of these two chords is pla
ced first. 

A.. Cadences of the 1-st class are constituted as follows. 
1) On an unaccented beat *) we tind one of the chords belonging to the 

sub-dominant group-that is, either the triad on the 4-th degree (in funda
mental form or as chord of the sixth) or the triad on the 2-nd degree 
(also in fundamental form or as chord of the sixth) or, finally, as a spe
cial exception to the rutes of resolution-the chord of the seventh on the 
2-nd degree, in any one of its first three forms .. 

2) Then follows on an accented beat the chord of the six-four of the 
tonic triad, which in turn is succeeded by the cadence proper, that is to 
say: 

3) on an unaccented beat the Dominant chord or the Dominant triad and 
4) on accented beat the tonic triad in its fundamental form. 
Examples of prolonged cadences of the first group follow: 

*) I must take for granted, that the distinction between accented and unaccented parts of 
a measm e (Arnis and Thesis) is known to the pupil 
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a) b) *) c) 

11>2.{P ~ I ; fftil ! ~ I f ~ 12131 ! ~ I 
f9= c =el r e F+rn2 c 1 r r J==*=tl i c i 

~ 6 t 7 

d) **) e) 

{~~Wff/ }l±t!F~ilt=D W r· c J@=t-g J $ r c 14-Wfil?r r r IfiEgU 
4 7 6 4 7 7 4 7 
6 6 ij 

g) 
I 

i l~f, b 14@1 
1 kdE 2 c 11 r r 00 

& 
6 

~ 4 8 7 
6 6 

4 8 7 
6 

B. Cadences of the second group are constituted as follows .. 
1) On unaccented beat we tind one of the chords belonging to tlie to

nic group,-that is to say, the triads on the 1-st and 6-th degrees in funda
mental form or as chord of the sixth. 

2) follows on accented beat one of the chords of the sub-dominant group 
(triads on the 4-th or 2-nd degree or, also, the chord of the seventh on the 
2-nd degree) in fundamental form or first inversion. 

3) Dominant chord or Dominant triad in fundamenta~ form. 
!) the tonic triad in fundamental form. 
Examples of such cadences follow: 

a) 

153. 

7 6 

*)In three-divisioned time the chord of the six-four must take up the greater part of the 
measure. 

**) In mixed time the chord of the six-fcur may fall on the second accented part of the 
measure. 
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d) ~ 

jf~q M@·~rf-t--l'rp~: ff.--..: ~.------1-I f.4~; FE~· fti~· 
IW= r Ltd H r I r r- I :detR Fl 

7 6 8 7 

f) g) 

J~ i 14fufipwmrrt 1 ~ ~ 1~ 
l~~E~~J rgg __ tj 

~ 6 7 7 3 7 
6 4 

The case e, in which the chord of the sixth and fifth falls on the accen
ted beat is one of the commonest forms of this group of cadences. 

The cadence must be perfect; .that is, the last triad must appear in the 
position of the octave or fifth; if this triad, however, is in the position of 
the third, the cadence is imperfect. 

In minor the prolonged cadence is constructed as in major" 
§ 50. We cannot sufficiently emphasize the importance of guarding from 

the very start against forbidden progressions of fifths and octaves. My pro
longed experience has taught me, that no fault grows into a habit more 
easily than negligence in this respect. The ablest pupil will overlook a great 
number of open or concealed fifths and octaves, if he work carelessly. A 
closer examination of concealed progressions is here in place *) 

On the whole, such progressions cannot be set down as absolute faults! 
there are even many cases, where they are unavoidable, e. g. in the reso
lution of certain dissonant chords: 

Nevertheless, concealed progressions, where they are not justified by 
some higher harmonic law, serve to mar the purity of the writing, and are 
consequently to be avoided whereever possible 

Here some hints on this subject will perhaps be in place, dispelling any 
doubts of the student as to when and how deviations from the rules gover
ning concealed progressions can be made. 

A .. Concealed octaves and fifths in the outer voices. 
They are often very disagreeable and occur most frequently of all, be

cause of the extreme mobility of these voices. 
They should be avoided by all means: 

*) These progressions are ralled concealed for the reason, that they do not actually appear 
in the voices in question, bul must be imagined .. They are hidden in the silent tonesthatftllout 
the interval of tbe jump made by one or botb voices. 
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when the upper voice progresses by a jump *) 

IL when all the voices progress in parallel motion 

Concealed octaves sound particularly unpleasant, when the octave appears 
as doubled Fifth in the six-four chord, or as doubled third in the sixth
chord as in example I-c or II-d. 

Ill Where the outer voices move in jumps in the same direction-even 
though the inner voices remain stationary or progress stepwise-concealed 
Fifths and Octaves are likewise to be avoided 

B) Concealed progressions in the inner voices 
Concealed octaves are here entirely out of the question, arising solely 

in consequence of bad voice-leading 

*J Despite the jump. in the upper voice, concealed progressions sound by no means unplea
sant, when they occur m the eonnection of a tiiad with the Dominant chord and when the se
v nth is prepared in an inner voice. 
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Concealed Fifths, however, are permitted, provided the voice-leading is 
natura!. 

C) Concealed progressions between an inner and outer voice are disa-· 
greeable, when the jump lies in an inner voice .. 

100.{~ t:!1 == : 
6 4 6 6 6 

6 

In most remaining cases concealed progressions are scarcely to be avoi
ded (as e. g .. in the resolution of the Dominant chord); and it is really not 
at all necessary to a void them. 

In closing this chapter we would again remind the pupil that he must 
concentrate his attention on good voice-leading and rational chord progres
sions. Only such attention will enable him entirely to avoid forbidden open 
progressions and to confine the use of concealed fifths and octaves to cases, 
where their occurrence is absolutely unavoidable *). 

Note The Bass must not progress by successive jumps in the same 
direction. 

Jumps of sevenths-except of minor sevenths-are entirely prohibited; 
where the bass jumps a minor seventh, the upper voices must remain sta
tionary. 

LLO 4$1 
3 
5 
8 

The jump of an octave is permissible .. 

Exer c ises. 

*J 'Iwo parallel ftfths a1e permitted, when the second is diminished; hut not vice versa. 
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T h i r d S e c t i o n. 

Modnlation. 

§ 51.. Harmonic combinations are not always limited to one key; they may, 
in the course of a composition, leave the main key, passing into the dom_ain 
of neighhouring keys more or less remote and finally return to the origi
nal key 

To pass from one key into another it is not sufficient merely to employ 
a number of chords not belonging to the main key-we must clearly esta
blish the new key; that is to say, we must insert a chord, that can belong 
only to the key we wish to reach and which, forming the bridge between 
the two keys, clearly defines the· new from the old 

Such a transition from the harmonY of one key into that of another by 
means of a chord. which unmistakeably denotes transition, is called: Modulation. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

Di r e c t M o d n 1 at i o n. 

§ 52 The quality of indicating a certain key is possessed by all disso
nant chords resolving into the tonic triad; also by the dominant triad, when 
followed by the tonic .. The most important of all modulating chords is the 
Dominant chord; for, notwithstanding its resolution into the tonic triad, its 
very outward form shows, that it can belong to but one key; which is not 
the case with other modulating chords The chord of the minor seventh, for 
instance, while belonging to the major key on the 7-th degree of which it 
is erected, is also a member of the parallel minor key, on whose 2-nd degree 
it stands. 

The Dominant chord, tben, always belong; to but one key 
§ 53 .. Let us contemplate the modulations effected by means ofthis cl10rd 
The simplest and most direct modulation would consist of but three 

chords; the tonic triad of the given key, the chord of the Dominant-seventh 
and its resolution into the tonic of the new key. 

162. 

The following two rules of voice-leading should be observed in order to 
effect a smooth connection of these three chords. 

J. The Dominant-seventh chord must possess at !east one tone in com
mon with the preceding chord, which tone must be retained in the $arne voice. 
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Where the first triad has no tone in common with the following modu
lating chord, we must use an intermediate chord~a triad belonging either 
to the original key, the key to be reached, or even a key not too remotely 
removed from the two in question This triad must be well connected with 
the original triad. 

In surne cases the common tones appear as harmonic alterations. 

lL The two different forms of a degree, that is to say a tone and its 
chromatic alteration must remain in the same voice .. 

By not following this rule we obtain a very unpleasant relation between 
two voices; namely, the cross-relation 

In the following modulations cross-relations appear. 
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When the tone to be chromatically altered appears . doubled, the effect 
of the cross-relation resulting is sufficiently mollified by observing the rule 
in one voice; a jump in the Bass is preferable to one in an upper voice. 

As the Dominant-seventh chord is the same in minor as in major, the 
modulation remains unchanged, whether leading to major or n:iinor Modu
lations starting from minor are more difficult to effect because there are fe
wer intermediate chords. Resource must frequently be had to triads of other 
keys; in modulating half a tone downwards such a course is indeed inva
riably necessary 

§ 54 .. From the above it will be seen that, in direct modulation, correct 
and tluent voiceleading is the chief consideration. Jumps are permissible 
only in the Bass, and then not always .. Jumps of augmented intervals are 
unmelodic; it is best to substitute them by their inversions, that is, byjumps 
of <liminished intervals. A step of an augmented second would, for instance, 
have to be replaced by one of a diminished seventh .. 

less good good 

·~~i=t=-i~~~ 
.e ~.a. .,,, .,,, 

Instead of an augmented sixth use rather a diminished third .. 

"'·=ff=:~= 
Following, are some examples of modulations from C to otber keys .. 
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C---- - E C-- F (J G flat 0--G 

J~~~itl~J+p~ ~ ~~--1~ 
\f~~~ ~ qp;;~~I 0 "~ 

1-st Exercise. Work out similar modulations from and to all the diffe
rent major and minor keys .. 

§ 55 .. Modulations by means of other chords resolving into the tonic triad 
are subject, for the most part, to the same rules" 

a) The chord of the ninth occurs but rarely as a modulating chord, since 
its use is always fraught with difficulty. 

b) Modulations by means of the chord of the minor . .seventh are also 
not frequent. 

c) The chord of the diminished seventh is, by reason of a certain per
culiarity, which we will discuss later, one of the most potent factors in mo
dulation 

d) Modulation by means of the chord of the sixth of the dimini!:;hed triad 
on the 7-th degree-which chord is available for modulating purposes by 
reason of its leading tone--is connected with same difficulty; yet it is much 
employed, especially in going over into neighboring keys. 
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e) The Dominant triad is also used to advantage in modulating 

The chords of the minor ninth and diminished seventh. while being found 
only in minor, are resolvable both into major and minor, which fact adapts 
them for purposes of modulation .. 

In order firmly to establish the new key and to round off the entire mo
dulation, we employ a prolonged cadence 

*l In this modulation the chords have no common tones; hut the fact that all the voices 
proceed stepwise sufficiently justifies their absence. 
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Note. All accidentals not occurring in the key must be noted in the figu
red bass. Instead of a sharp we often find an oblique line through the figure: 
.r, &, z, z; the augmented fourth is frequently expressed by 4·;-. 

§ 56. Frequently modulation is begun by a cadence of the 1-st class 
This is the case, when the six-four chord of the key to be reached is also a 
member of the given key. 

182. 

2-nd Exercise: Work out modulations by means of the chord of the ninth, 
chord of the minor seventh, chord of the diminished seventh, chord of the 
sixth of the diminished triad, and the Dominant triad .. 

3-rd Exercise. Work out various modulations, using every possible time
division, and closing off each modulation by a prolonged cadence. 

C H A P T E R XIX. 

Transient Modulation. 
§ 5 7. Besides direct modulation, the1 e is the indirect or transient modU·· 

lation, which, instead of immediately introducing the desired key, first pas
ses through one or more neighboring keys .. It would be impo:;sible to set 
down exact limits for such a degression; in general it may be said that one 
should choose, if not exactly the nearest-lying keys, at !east such as are 
not too far removed from the original key. Jf we deviate in a direction oppo
site to the normal course *), we must always return to this course with the 
view to bring the modulation to its close. 

*) By .normal course" I mean the circle of fifths or modulations through parallel keys. 
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It if? furthermore impossible exactly to constitute how Iong we remain 
in any neighboring key we touch; this must be entirely Ieft to the indivi
dual musical susceptibility of the student. 

The prolonged cadence should be introduced only after the last modu-· 
lation; that is, when the goal has been reached. 

Following are some examples of passing modulations. 

C-----

C----d g--c Eff,at--

{fi4 Mi ~:r,1f:J J11' I . 

111 f 1 I 

f~--- C--f---· A fiat 
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§ 58. Under this heading belongs also the transient modulation in form 
of a sequence .. If a modulating chord be found in the motive of a s~que1.1ce, 
it need not, in the repetition of the motive, modulate in the same. directwn; 
in this we must be governed by the degree of relationship betwecn the chords 
to be connected. 

Here follow' some modulations in form of sequence .. 

0 a-----F-----------d 

lpti+±f 1 P-~1T~~~vr ~ 
~ rJ.Hd-±riahd~~r ~ 

·--------c----f 

In the last example we do not definitively feel the modulation until the 
5-th bar, while in the preceding four bars the keys a, F, and d are barely 
indicated by means of the chords of the seventh on the 2-nd degree and 
their resolution into the respective Dominant triads. 

§ 59 .. There ai e also sequences, in which every chord constitutes a mo
dulation .. They are such, in which Dominant seventh chords or other chords 
resolving into the tonic succeed one another, always falling a fifth or ri-
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sing a fourth, as in a sequence within the limits of one key. In such a se
quence, each chord resolves into a chord which itself demands resolution, 
and forms at the same time the resolution of its predecessor. 

186. 

7 
7 7 

Jf we had five voices at our disposal, we could construct such a se-· 
quence, consisting of a chain of chords of the ninth resolving into one . 
another; in four-part writing this is not practicable, since the ninth must 
be. resolved into the fifth of the following chord; now, in a four-voiced chord 
of the ninth it is just the fifth, that is omitted, because no other interval 
can be dispensed with .. 

'fu.i following example shows a sequence composed purely of chords of 
the seventh on the 7-th degree. 

188. .a. .a. -6- .,,-,,. lza_a_.po-G .a. p.a. 
-&-~- p~!zl?a_J;.;ttai 

15): li 
5 p~ 5 2 pa 172 P5 P2 5 2 Pa 2 P5 Pi PP~ p* 
6 6 p6 3 p4 ra pi p6 p6 

3 
p6 P3 p~ p3 9 

6 p: Pn' pti 6 p6 u 0 



All these sequences can be 

C-----
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applied in transient modulations *). 

F B E fiat1 A fiat----=c.. G 

-. ++=:=+~~ 

Exercise: Construct numerous modulating sequences. 

CHAPTER XX 

Harmonization of given melodies with modulations. 
§ 60 .. When, in a given melody, notes occur with accidentals foreign to 

the key, we infer that at such points the melody modulates into some other 
key. What key this shall be, is determined by different circumstances. If we 
regard the note with the accidental as one of the intervals of the Dominant
seventh chord or some other modulating chord, we must, in choosing such 
a chord, see that the next note of the melody allows of its proper resolu
tion. The choice of the chord is further conditioned by its distance from the 
main key. 

In mere musical fragments, such as constitute the exercises of this text
book, modulations to remote keys should be avoided. 

The trend of the melody itself also determines, in a measure, the choice 
of the modulation. If, for instance, in a melody in C major we meet with 
a c sharp, followed by d,-into what key would it be best to modulate? The 
note c sharp, coming, as it does, before d, gives us the choice between three 
different modulations: those into d major d minor and b minor .. 

C D C d C---b 

=-_j_I~ 11, 11 

191.=== 
*) To these should be added the chain of Dominant tr iads 
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The second of those keys Hes nearest, the d minor triad occurring in 
the key of c major. Nevertheless, we may choose either of the other two 
keys, provided the further tendency of the melody justifies its application. 

2) 3) 1) 

r tfl1#1ffft 1r rt 11r r r t lhflil 
ln the first case we would have to modulate to d minor, in the second 

to d major, and in the third to b minor .. 
When. however, the melody gives no hint as to the choice of any cer

tain key, we must follow the dictates of our musical instinct.. In the follo
wing exarnple the modulation to G is just as proper as that to E, seeing 
that both these keys are equally far removed from the given key. 

b@_i _ _@ r 1- r I i I r li r li r r t ltttl 
Sometimes a modulation is called for, although there is no visible indi

cation of it. 
In the 4-th bar of the following melody, for example, the note d causes 

us to feel, that the modulation to e minor is to be followed by one to G 
major .. 

UM:.j~~:±rtft~ JI~,~ ~I~~ 
~; rlE r1nr1 11J rlF=t±r! r1I1il 

Finally, modulations may occur, where the melody does not really de
mand them. 

195. 
O'----

*) 

*) At this point we encounter a modulation to a minor, which is peculiar for the fact that 
the chord of the seventh on the 2-nd degree resolves into the Dominant seventh chord. 
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Exer c ises. 
1. 

100·fit r hr r r I r r r r I t r t I t t r · r 1 
• 

I i' t ty? 1 r r t r I r r r r d J J J ITJ-?J 

t&iJ r rt t I r t r I t r r ~r I r r r r I r ?Ft1I41 
2. 

F$7r r r r l@æ± I r r r l=e=tIT* r I r r ~t"1 
t@~\ r ~ rj±t=M--4\;Jd l=r r trt r I r r r l 

~r r r I r r attlrt r r c I r c r I r· li 

4.. *) 

I@~ c a-=l=a I ; J c r=ttt r Et;Ef-6' I r r r r-1 

t &~ ~; J J ~ I J ~; f'Æf- c r r q !B r t==;gJ 
5 

~! ~ J I ru 1~n Whfl=~ c~ 

~~ R hÆJ_J$' __ q__ggM c: I Fr r r._l~ 
*) Whole notes in the melody by no means demand correspondingly long notes in the other 

voices .. The quarter notes occuning in the above melody indicate that the same time-division 
would be appropriate in the first two bars, and that the prolonged note in the Soprano is to be 
regarded merely as a tone common to several chords" 
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6. 

•1r=rrnn tttrFtr 1 ett rLILrlEJ 
t@~ r-1 r r I ~r re J I J J Lr:ø-U r I r r r J 

CHA P TER XXI. 

The enharmonic properties of the chord of the diminished 
seventh. 

§ 61. The diminished seventh chord consists of three minor thirds erected 
one on the other In the inversions of the chord, we obtain in place of mi
nor thirds, their enharmonic equivalents-angmented seconds If we now 
substitute these augmented seconds by the corresponding minor thirds, each 
inversion thus enharmonically changed gives us a new diminished seventh 
chord .. 

a-minor C-minor e flat-minor g flat-minor 

197.~l-tt++--,.~t,.------,.JH?f~ -,, ~k1*~~~ 
So that every diminished seventh chord is the equivalent of three other 

diminished seventh chords. Twelve keys, in all, are known to us; conse
quently we recognize but three diminished seventh chords distinct in sound. 

198. 
1 2. 3 1. 2 3. I. 2. 3 I. 2. 3 .. 

~-~ "9- . . 

Every diminished seventh chord. then, can, by enharmonically changing 
its intervals, be resolved into four distinct triads 
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Regarding each tone of the diminished seventh chord in turn as its se
venth, we can lead this chord into four different chords of the Dominant
seventh. 

a c f sharp e ftat 

~~~-li~ ,.,..r_ a "'a * .Jp~ a ... 

~o~J 0 lbo%J-0-~=t--t=~~ 
We will now endeavour to use this peculiarity of the diminished seventh 

chord for purposes of modulation. 

1r@,;~~ ~ J I~'~~ l~J f~-~ JqgJ 

t2t!;~~~-1.~i6 ~1·r~1~~--&~r1~~rt=$11 
' :1 ' # ~ ~: 7 ~! ~ 

~~-~--... tl-~,,_J_JtH-'-t-t-1~~~~-l*&~,~-~~1-I ~~~j r -'.. J !Jj .; ~.l i,.J d i,.J pl L~ 
I ;

6 
I 6 L 6 L tJ 

11'6 Lci, 11'5 ji'L6 
~: ji' ji' 
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Exercise .. Make modulations from different keys employing in each case 
all four resolutions of the diminished seventh chord. 

C H A P T E R XXII 

The Organ-point. 

§ 62 .. When in course of a piece of music we have modulated so far 
from the main key that a mere prolonged cadence no longer suffices to 
impart to the main key its original significance, we employ the so-called 
Organ-point or Pedal *). 

This harmonic form is nothing more than a further development of the 
ordinary cadence of the first group .. This cadence of the first group gives 
the feeling of a close, consisting, as it does, ot the three most important 
chords of the key (tonic, sub-dominant and dominant) and hence exhausting 
the possibilities of the entire key. Yet it does not, as we have said, suffice 
thoroughly to reinstate the main key, after numerous modulations into other 
keys have taken place .. To accomplish which we must prolong the last notM 
of the Bass of the ordinary cadence and erect upon them diverse harmo
nies of the main key not found in the cadence, or even harmonies belon
ging to direct.ly neighboring keys. The cadence proper consists as befare, 
of Dominant and Tonic, while its effect is greatly intensified by these chords 
not in harmony with the Bass note 

An Organ-point, then, can be constructed 
1) on the Dominant 
2) on the Tonic. 
§ 63. In the Organ-point on the Dominant there can occur besides har

monies of the main key, modulations into the key of the Dominant, the Do
minant of the Dominant,-equivalent to the second degree and occurring 
mostly in minor--and the sub-Dominant.. The Organ-point on the Dominant, 
being merely a prolongation of the ordinary cadence, must be introduced 
by the chord of the six-four of the tonic triad and closed with the triad of 
the 5-th degree or tHe Dominant seventh chord 

In minor the organ point occurs more rarely It contains a greater num
ber of modulations and very aften closes with the major triad. The permis
sible modulations are determined by the same considerations in minor as in 
major with the exception that the key of the Dominant is taken major and 
the key of the sub-Dominant in minor 

*) The "Pedal" of an organ is an arrangement for the reprodnction of the deepest tones 
and consist of a sort of manual, which is played by the feet. 
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As the Bass of an Organ-point remains stationary, there remain, in four
part writing but .three voices for the chords. The Tenor must not, however, 
assume the character of a Bass, but must retain the tranquil movement of 
an inner voice. 

In triads the fifth is best omitted. 
§ 64 .. In the organ-point on the tonic we may modulate into the Domi" 

nant (mostly in minor), into the sub-Dominant or into the sub-Dominant of 
the sub-Dominant-that is to say into the key lying a whole tone below the 
main key. 

~--n=7cicf ~=tFfi H8 
! 

l=Z-'==-~CL---t=--===t~-=4 
'--··----___,, 

______ ___,, 

In minor the modulations remain the same, except that the sub-Domi
nant is usually taken minor. 

= :~: 'I "= r ~.{;;::;; Ji:::~r:: 
'-___- ------ ------ ....._... 
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The organ-point on the Dominant is frequ,ently followed by that of the 
tonic. 

206. 

1r~ F 
I ~ ~ I ~ ~~~ ~ .,, 

.ø- p p 
I I 

I 

~ I~. J~ I • d tJ J I 19· ~· • 
--- '----3 \J7 4 3 4 6 9 p7 ~7 

5 6 f) 5 9 ·---
~4 - :; ~4 

~ ~ 
jl 

i,~ .,, " . 
8 6 
3 t 

4 3 4 - 7 -
6 - 9 - 3 2 

7 6 5 -

I~ ~Jib-=iED 
I I i 

~_j d ...,.. 
J li ~=g O• 

---~7 6 " 3 
~ 3 4 4 5 
2 1 7 

Note. The figuring of the chord-formations arising in the course of an 
organ-point is so complicated, that it is only in the rarest cases undertaken 
at all. In the figured bass of old scores we frequently find but one organ
note, under which are written the words .tasto solo". 

The organ-point on the tonic often ends in the so-called Plagal or 
Church-Close, which consists of the sub-dominant triad followed by the to
nic triad .. 

~ ,· 2f1'.Ft1 Jffil 201.{I~ i I I .,,.,,.. 

I 
1zi._ I I I 1__j- -

: - ~ . _.-c---=#--f--11 
==:?2_ ±f7Z I 0 31 

Exercises. Practise the construction of organ-points, especially in major .. 
Also write passing-modulations, closing them with organ-points on dominant 
and tonic. 
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§ 65. Altnough the organ-point has its origin in the prolonged cadence, 
and hence usually occurs at the close of a composition, it is also _ found at 
the beginning or in the middle of a piece of music. In most auch cases, 
the organ-point is erected on the tonic, and is of short duration. 

The first and last chords of these organ-points must harmonize with the 
bass. 

§ 66. The organ-point, or pedal belongs, as its name implies, properly 
to the bass-voice; yet we meet with a similar harmonic formation in the 
upper voices, built up, as before, on one prolonged tone, and ca\led an or
gan-point. Here also there can occur in the other voices chords that are not 
in harmony with this tone-but only where ohe voice-leading is fluent and 
stepwise. The first and last chords must harmonize with the prolonged note .. 

209. 
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f J r m c 

r r I r 
J 

I r 

r r I·~ r~' r . 
J 

r r I r 41 

r r li 
§ 67. Finally, there is the organ-point erected on both tonic and domi

nant at once; this is much employed in pieces of a pastoral character 

We wish merely to make the pupil acquainted with the organ-points 
shown in §§ 66 and 67; he should not attempt to make use of them in his 
exercises .. The former of these organ-points demands more experience and 
skill in voice-leading than can be expected of a beginner, while the latter 
occurs only in operatic and symphonic compositions. 



Second Part. 

Åccidental harmonic forms. 
§ 68 Beside the recognized harmonic combinations, there occur in mu

sic tone-com binations which cannot be called chords, as they are not made 
up of tones systematically erected one on the other. but accidentaly arise 
through the melodic motion of the voices, without, h'lwever, impairing the 
true character of the Harmony. 

Such melodic deviations of the voices from the intervals of a chord 
arise, when certain tones belonging to the chord do not enter simultaneonsly
as in the case of suspensions and anticipations-or when tones strange to the 
chord make their entrance-passing and changing nates 

F i r s t S e c ti o n. 

CHAPTER XXIII.. 

S u s p e n s i o n s. 
§ 69 A suspension is the harmonic formation that arises, when not 

all the voices of a chord enter simultaneously; one or more of the voices 
enter later (are suspended), causing dissonances, which find their resolution 
in the chord itself 

Suspensions may be found in any of the four voices, at points, where the 
voice in question moves upwards or downwards by a step .. We have, then, 

r Suspensions in a downward direction, 
IL Suspensions in an upward direction. 
§ 70.. 'l'he suspension downward appears where the voice progresses 

down by a step; this step may be either a major or a minor second. The 
suspension must be prepared and resolved. By the preparation of a suspen
sion we mean that the note forming the suspension must be contained in 
the same voice of the preceding chord. The resolution of a suspension 
(since it is a dissonance) consists in leading this note one step downwards. 

Consequently the suspension invariably falls on the accented beat, while 
its resolution occupies the beat relatively unaccented 
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In three-divisioned time the resolution falls on the second unaccented 
beat, except in cases where a new chord enters on this beat. 

§ 71. Should the tone, into which the suspension would have to be re
solved. be already contained in one of the three upper voices, no suspension 
can take place.. The reason for this is that the musical ear tolerates the 
dissonance of a suspension only when it resolves into a tone which the ear 
positively demands, and which is not yet present in the chord .. This rule is 
not applied to the Bass, because the presence of the tone of resolution in 
this voice <loes not hinder the resolution of the suspension. 

In rare cases such an exception may also take place in the Tenor. A 
suspension in the up per voice of a chord of the sixth may, for instance, be 
resolved into a tone already contained in the tenor, if this tone represents 
the doubling of the fundamental or of the fifth, and if, further, the voices 
in question are separated by the interval of a ninth instead of a second 

-1 I 
·--~>-+-· I -6>- .,.;. 0 

i:=~':',j:::.-t.-::_=_-:-:-_-_-o=o==~o""'---1_.-=~f=~~-=-b-JJI 

§ 72 In the Bass itself suspensions occur more rarely, since, in triads 
in fundamental form, and in chords of the six-four, the Bass is nearly always 
doubled in one of the upper voices, rendering the observance of the above 
rule impossible 

'"·fl!::: 
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Consequently suspensions in the Bass can occur only in those rare ca
ses, where the Bass-note fa not doubled. 

A suspension in the Bass sounds very good, it that voice has the third 
(7-th step of the scale) of the chord .. 

If, however, the voice-leading demands, that the third of such a chord 
be doubled, a suspension in the Bass is of course forbidden. 

A suspension in the Bass is frequently found in the fundamental form 
of the Dominant-seventh chord as well as in its first two inversions; in the 
chord of the second, however, the suspension looses its dissonant character, 
as through the suspension itself the chord of the second becomes changed 
into the triad of the Dominant*). 

In the other chords of the seventh-with the exception of those on the 
2-nd and 7-th degrees-the suspension in the Bass sounds very harsh and is 
but. seldom found 

§ 73. Suspensions can also occur in two or three voices at once. 

*) The suspension of the seventh does not have the efl'ect of a suspension in any case, 
even when occur1ing in some other voice .. 
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6''---~---~ 

The suspensions marked with crosses give rise to the sort of six-four 
chords of which we spake in § 4 7 di vision 4 

Suspensions in two voices at once are permissible only when the two 
voices progress in paral!el thirds or sixths. Parallel fourths, if not accompa
nied by a third voice in parallel motion, sound almost as disagreeable as 
parallel fifths. 

!----less go~d----1 1----g-;;;;d--~-

-- I w~ -- I ~ ~ ~ 
{l::g-~6~~ §'.[ g li 

221. . -- -

~g;r __ ~ a Jt iJ26' I-a=il 
§ 74. Faulty progressions are not obviated by suspensions 

Note. Before proceeding to the solution of the following exercises, a few 
words concerning the figuring of suspensions. In the fundamental form of 
triads it is sufficient to designate by ligures the voice, in which the suspen
sion is contained, though a more minute designation would not be amiss. 

6 
a 
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. In the inversion~ of triads and in chords of the seventh both the suspen
s1on and the chord 1tself must be clearly designated .. 

224. 

76 398 76 6 
3- 46- 4·-

• !! 

5 
6 

e9 

0 li e9 E li I 
4 9 s 

6 
4 

7 6 5 4 
4 3 \I K 
li s 7 6 

Suspensions in the Bass can be figured in two different ways: a) all the 
intervals that result from the suspension are mdicated by figures, while 
under the Bass note of the resolution a horizontal line is placed; b) under 
the chord of resolution are written the figures properly indicating it, while 
oblique lines are placed under the suspension. 

Second mode 
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Excrcises. 
1. 

228.1 f): <t ?2 I a 1
19 I a 1

19 I a =f J J I a 
43 DS 43 !18 43 D - 98 

5 -

1 J r·rr E l 
...... 6 

76 
4-
3-

4 3 ------ ...... 6 9 8 5 8 7 
ti 

19=1 19· I a J I 
43 98 ==g 

r. 

2. 

0 PiibJJl 19 

66 76 76 6 3-
6- 4- 76 

~ - 4-

3 .. 

lgc;lr J Jd W*f& F 1
19 

EI Fr F 1° ri 
43 76 ........ 6 5 87 

5 4 6 
3-

~~: 12 :::j dl r t=JI~~ :::j I c li ~ 19 ~ ..... 6 
& 

~ 43 76 6 D 8 
li 8 4-

4 

43 

#J • ~ I h 3- 43 
7 6 
4-

I i'5 

9~ 

6 
fl 

r 
7 6 
4-
li 8 

l 

f?~12 e r I Mt!i I I ~J+t r I 
5 9 8 ~6 

I E r I E r1 
4- 4 3 
3- 7-
76 

W~JdJJJIJ 
98 6 4 76 

6 4-

6 • 3 4 
3 

6-
9 8 

5~4 6 !l 8 
2 -
6 

: ~ 4 3 6 ~~ ~: ~ 6 4~3 
7~6 

§ 75 2) The suspension in an upward direction is less natmal The ear 
can, for the most part, tolerate a dissonance only when it progresse:i down
wards into a consonance. For this reason suspensions upwards occur but sel
dom, and only in rare cases tend to enhance the beauty of the harmony. 
The suspension upwards is employed mostly at points where the leading-tone 
moves into the tonic 
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. ...rr m d w :x!W~ 
llL__~-~_0=:=_1 ~o ==-=!_li ~o_:=I~. a::=ZJ===tl=:'Et~1=::;===t111 

7 ti 7 s 7 s 

The suspension upwards, in fact, sounds best when the voice progres
ses a minor second. r Fr li re-!leiJffi rll I p ~ 

200.JI .J I I - I .L 

l 12.. d ~ ~ -

~=Fl llf]: IP I I li E I rtdl 

1-1 I 1- I I ~ ~ 

9 10 2 ~ f 8 7 s 

In the Bass this suspension is extremely rare, occurring only where the 
Bass-tone is not doubled in an upper voice. 

2M.==== 
• ........ 6 

-11 - ti 
4 

§ 76. A combination of the two kinds of suspension in one and the same 
chord, has at times a very pleasant e1fect. 

~ fl 
7 6 

Exercise L 

3 
ti 

fl 5 
4 3 
7 ti 

*)In these cases neither of the two suspensions could appear separately (see rule given in§ 71). 
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2. 

b$ e r -r r r I n r ; r I ; J_; J I r r Jl 
6 5 9 8 4 3 .... 5 4 3 7 s 7~6 :;; 9 8 2 ~· 4 3 
6- '698 :=~ .6 57 

b® e t r ; I=+=; r I J r ;. 1 I En t1 tr I 
3 - 6 5 8 4~3 7 6 4~3 ~7 8 6 5 9 8 7 8 '6 5 6 
5- 6- " 5 6 6- 6 

3 .. 

@$LJ rrlhW rA ; I J L r I r r· k I F r j 
54 4343 76 76 78 43 6 4-43::::5 43 6 
6- 7- 56 4- ~6 6 

~-+tt u I J -; cr=ttr I J r=1=-l: • J ?iH 
4 3 4~3 2 6 7;.,6 4 3 6 7 6 4~3 i.. !I 8 :_w; ~7 8 .... 6 

l.4 _"t_l<7s 4-7- 1o17s "4 43 
"'r 3 - "t ' ... 3 

~f+~--=I E r I r r c I r J B 
!J S 6 & \<&6 7\.16 6 w 4~3 ~4- 43 65 98 43 76 76 

" "176 4"t_ 910 6- 56 4-
~- 6-

4. 

~1, J #44781 •re J· J4 J J I J ; 2LJ 
78 767- 43 j.f76 j.f763i;;- 43 6 

!,- 4 3 .rr4- it56 7-!!6 
2- 4-

~~r +rff±t i4=idi3 J ; J -ftdJ 
6 4 3 .... 7 4 3 j.f~ ~ 6 6 ~ i ~~ ~ 

""a - '!! "'3 

Exercise n. Harmonize the following melodies inserting many suspensions 
which are in turn to be most concisely figured. 

L 

2s4.~4fi F F f r7+J5°4t1 J Q I 0 1 iUQJ 

&iFJ r1 19 1Fri1? rir ri r=r1FrI1~ 
2 

I @ r 1°Fdl;$f E . E I r r r f E 119- F I i r. r i 
I @~ J ;J J I J r E I r ;J J I ;J -g F I r E td 

t&;~ F e tit r 119- I J ?@_=r-rtrrB 
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I ®~ @ r r I r ~r r rd±f J M J J ; J I J J' ~ill 
§ 77 .. There are several exceptions to the rule governing the prepara

tion and resolution of suspensions: 

In case a) the preparation of the suspension, while appearing in the 
same octave, is effected by a different voice; at b) the preparation appcars 
neither in the same voice nor in the same octave; at c) there is no prepa
ration at all. as the suspension constitutes the first chord of a piece of mu
sic; at d) the suspension enters seemingly without preparation-this is. hp
wever, not the case, as in the bar preceding the pause the tone forming the 
suspension is contained in the same voice and in the same octave. 

The following exceptions may occur in the resolution of suspensions. 
1) Bet\\ een suspension and r esolution one or more no tes belonging to 

the chord-(harmonic notes) are interposed. 

In example d) the suspended tone, befare being resolved, is repeated 
after the harmonic notes. 

2) The suspension resolves by a skip into a tone, other than the one 
demandcd by rule: e .. g. 
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3) While the suspension resolves in the proper way, the other voices 
combine to form a new chord" 

The student should bear in mind these exceptional forms of suspension, 
even using them in his exercises, whenever )lis fancy or musical instinct 
may prompt him to do so. 

Special exercises for these suspensions are superfluous. 

C H A P T E R XXIV', 

Ånticipation. 

~ 78. By anticipation we mean a harmonic alteration of a chord, in 
which one or more of its voices adapt certain notes which really belong to 
the following chord Anticipation, then, is the opposite of suspension, whieh 
latter, however, is far more important musically. 

An anticipation must never take up an extensive part of the measure; 
on the contrary, the true purpose of anticipation is the enlivening of the 
rythm by dividing up notes of long duration. 

3 ~ 5 
~ -

li r rr 
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Anticipations occur either singly, as in the last example, or in chains 
one after the other. 

240. 

8 9 3 ~ 3 2 6 6 6 6 6 5 3 2 8 9 3 4 
89 ]0434 6- 4-2- 67 &4 34 7-

1011 109 4-

A sm;11em;iun and an anticipation can occur simultaneously in one and 
the same chord; in which case the anticipation must be of shorter duration 
than the suspension. 

~ 
~ 

+ "" 
I 

r" PJ~=rkt=~I 
241 -9 

~1jf 
"9-

-9 

r: I- r r I 41 
5 li 8- 4 3- 9 8- 3-
6 1 0 -9 & -4 1 0 -9 & -4 

§ '79 We have said that anticipation is the direct opposite of suspen
sion; this must not, however, be taken literally, since anticipations can, for 
example, occur in skips, as in the case of suspensions 

242. 

3 & 8 4 3 5 8 4 3 & 8 9 
3 - 3 -
& - & -

In anticipations our cboice is not limited to any certain note of the fol
lowing chord. 

243. 

In some cases we even employ a note, which does not actually occur 
in the following chord, but which might be considered part of it. 
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§ 80. Very similar to the anticipation is the so-called "Cambiata". This 
is a note lying one step below the preceding note of the voice and pr-0gres
sing by a skip downward into the nearest interval of the following chord. 

§ 81 There is a syncopated movement between Bass and upper voices, 
which gives rise in turn to a row of _suspensions or anticipations, according 
to whether the Bass or the upper voices fall on the accented beats. 

~.e:=F;i Jtf: ;:;::: 
- ~-

å ··-
J J ;3=a 

Exercises In the exercises the student should confine himself to the anti
cipations mentioned in § 78 .. 

The other ones, as well as the cambiata he will find opportunity to 
employ later on. 

In the harmonization of the following melodies anticipations are to be 
applied. 

1. 

247·1 ®irr:L rtt Hi1 r c I~ r -c-f fr- t r I 
2. 

*) The note d can here be rega1ded as the ninth of the following chord" 
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CHAPTER XXV 

P a s s i n g - n o t e s. 
§ 82 .. Passing notes are notes not belonging to the chord which serve 

to fil! out the intervals between two harmonic notes .. According to the scale, 
from which they are taken, we have .. I diatonU:, Il chromatU: passing··notes. 

§ 83. With diatonic passing-notes we fill out the intervals of the third 
and the fourth. In the third but one passing note can be inserted; in the 
fourth, two. 

As a rule passing notes are found only on unaccented beats. They can 
occur in two or more voices at ance, moving either in parallel motion (in 
thirds or sixths), or in contrary motion. Contrary motion is preferable, since 
parallel progressions are in opposition to the chief element of harmonic beau
ty- namely an independent treatment of the voices .. Nevertheless parallel 
progressions of passing notes in thirds and sixths need not be entirely avoided, 
as, if used moderately, they produce fluency and symmetry. 
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§ 84. Although passing notes conduce to independent voice-leading, they 
should not be used too copionsly. If, for instance, we were to fill out -every 
skip of a third or fourth with passing notes, we might easily fall into for
bidden progressions, while such an extensive splitting up of the rythmic 
beats would lend the Harmony a dry pedantic character. 

Such an immoderate use of passing notes is illustrated in the follo
wing bars. 

Case a) shows parallel octaves .. At b) two seventh occur in close suc
cession; which is extremely unpleasant, especially in slow tempo .. We shoul:d 
see, further, that no dissonanc.e is formed by passing notes in contrary mo
tion, e. g. 

hetter so: 

At c) there are parallel fifths between Tenor and Bass; at d) likewise" 
At e) a seventh is formed between Soprano and Bass; there are also paral
lel fifths .. At f) a ninth is formed between Soprano and Tenor; between So
prano and Bass there are even two ninths in succession. Finally, g) shows 
parallel octaves. 

§ 85 In minor the melodic scale is used, in order to avoid the step of 
the augmented second from the 6-th to the 7-th degree. 

§ 86 .. I have said that passing notes always fall on relatively unaccen
ted beats. To this, however, there are exceptions, of which the works of 
even the greatest composers show examples. This fact the student should 
merely bear in mind, reserving its application for more advanced exercises *). 

Passing notes on accented beats occur in the following example" 

*) The t&lented stu dent may indeed indulge at times in exceptions to the ru les, though he 
should not attach too much importance to such exceptional cases. 
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I 16' 
I 

I 

V 
6'1 t2J2} fr dl r f r9 i! f r 6' 

I I 

It should be remarked that it is by no means a fault, if one of two 
neighboring passing notes falls on a relatively accented beat. 

~~ 
x, 

~~ 
X 

f ~ ~ hfAJ - i 
.".,~ J I 

~ 
I 

>.:? 

li ~I a 

Note .. The figuring of passing notes is of no great importance, since the 
chord <loes not suffer a real change in consequence of these notes .. If they 
are to be figured, however, not only the interval formed by the passing note, 
but also the entire chord must be indicated under the bass. 

The following example shows the appropriate and correct application of 
passing notes. 

254. 

3 -· 6 8 
5 "" 6 -

6 

3 -
6 8 " 6 ;; -
3 - " - 8 7 

3 3 4 8 7 

~~ ti li 

6 

-@ 
i76 tt i 

6 4 8 7 
3 8~7 10 9 

3 2 6 
& -
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8 7 

Exercise. In the harmonization of the following melodies passing notes 
are to be employed .. 

1. 

200• t@ <t r F I Qtt F r I f r I r F I r r I F F I 

~F dlt@r rir rir r I r r1 E ria.li 
2 

t®f<t r r r r I r r r r I ; ; J t I J ; P 1-J f r r I 
3 

1@#rrrr1rrJr1ra-u2JrIUJ;;1 

I@ J r r I ffi I J r r I r r1 I r r ri r r ri J r M 
4 

f$ r r iJ I Rj I J li H: J J r ! I r r r t I 4$ 
k@u~J ~ ITJ r r I r U=r I J J ; ; I J ; 2Jj 

§ 87 .. The interval of a major second is filled out by a chromatic pas
sing note .. Nothing detracts from simplicity and naturalness as much as 
chromatic passing notes; consequently they are to be used in moderation, 
and with great care. 

F7fP ~ 11 p ~:tf ~ 11 r-n 
I " ~ -206.l 1 ~ i d 

t?: r r li r ( ltr C-l t Hl 
The orthography of the chromatic scale demands sharps in ascending 

and flats in descending The 6·th degree forms an exception, its sharp - in 
ascending--being written as the tlattened 7-th degree (as at d); in like manner 
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the flattened 5-th degree--in descending-i.s written as the sharp of the 4-th 
degree (as at c). 

§ 88. In order to avoid disagreeable tone-combinations we shouid take 
care not to employ simultaneously in different voices of a chord a tone with 
one of its chromatic alterations, especially .where that tone forms the third 
or the fifth of the chord. 

In like manner a chromatic passing note i:;hould not be used in the Bass, 
when the Bass tone is doubled in an upper voice. 

good not good good good not good. 
! I 

I 
208. J J 

11 r ril r tim 
J J I 

§ 89 .. C):iromatic passing notes rarely. occur in two voices at once; the~e 
also are most disagreeable. when presentmg one and the same degree m 
its two chromatic aiterations. 

g) good c) not good d) not good 

At c) and d) we should at least write the passing notes in different form, 
though according to § 87 they are correct as they are. 

so, or so, so, or so. 

260. 
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In organ points chromatic prssing notes in three voices produce a row 
of parallel chords of the sixtb . 

. 
t=:::: 

The following example shbws an appropriate use of chromatic passing 
no tes .. 

Exercise .. Hai monize the fullowing melodies, employing diatonic and chro
matic ( especially the latter) passing notes. 

I 

2sa.1 ® e r r tJi J el ~=c r I r r r 4 
titr DTFO J ; 1-=t~crrl- r r rJI 

2. 

[$1! r· 1 r r r I e· I r J 111J J- I r r r I r J I llJI 
3 • 

t@tJ~12 i r r I r r I r r I r r I ~fffijt r r I r r I 1 r I 
4.. *) 

~ ~r r I r ! I r r I r r t r J I ; Jf#ff ~ __ J c r l I 
*) The orthography of the chromatic scale in mino1 is the same as that of the parallel ma

jor scale; the ilrst degree forms an exception, being sharpened in ascending, 
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C H A P T E R XXVI. 

Chords of the augmented fifth. 
§ 90. In consequence of the frequent recurrence of chromatic passing 

notes in certain cases, several such combinations of passing notes and har~ 
monic notes have become steriotyped, and are looked upon as actual chords. 

The following chords can be regarded as combinations of this sort. 
L The augmented triad. 

IL The Dominant-Seventh chord with augmented fifth. 
III. The chord of the seventh with the augmented fifth and major seventh. 
IV .. The chords of the augmented sixth .. 

In this chapter we shall discuss only the first three .. 
§ 9L L The augmented triad is derived from the major triad by raising 

the fifth of the latter a half-tone .. In major we can consequently have three 
such chords: 

264.~~=t=1Etl 
The augmented fifth, being here originally a chromatic passing note, 

must in the resolution of the chord progress half a tone upwards; accor
dingly the augmented triad on the tonic can resolve only into the triads of 
the 4-th, 2-nd and 6-th degrees 

2M.[!;~=~ 
~5 #5 #5 6 

The augmented triad on the Dominant must be resolved into the triads 
of the tonic, the third or the 6-th degree 

{~-*Hd=n± ~SBJ 266. r ~ 
@r-a~-r~ li a til 

~5 ~& ~5 6 

The augmented triad on the sub-dominant resolves into the triads of 
the 2-nd and 5-th degrees, and very rarely into that of the 7-th degree .. 

{r
fif!i;_Likj4° li F -fff 

267. 

~~~~~li --,--0 -i/--,,---jEf-~-------... 
~5 #5 6 #5 6 
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It can, however, also resolve into the first and third inversions of the 
Dominant-Seventh chord, besides certain forms of the chord of the minor 
seventh 

1~~ ØJ§ 
~ li ~li li ~!:> i! § 

!68. 

I ~= & & t&-041 & 

& 

li ?FJL li ~ 19 <:? 

#5 & ~5 2 ~ 2 4 & ~ 7 
6 6 6 6 

It goes without saying, that the fifth of the augmented triad can never 
be doubled In most cases this triad is regarded as the Dominant of the 
following triad; accordingly the augmented triad on the tonic is usually 
found before the sub-dominant, that or the dominant before the tonic; the 
augmented triad on the sub-dominant modulates into the key lying a whole 
tone below it 

.. ..I~ 
1~ ra li @1 

#& 0 #t' #s 
§ 92 .. The augmented triad must be prepared .. It can be employed either 

as passing chord, in which case it is prepared by the original form of the 
triad, - or as a chord in itself, in which, case it is prepared by a chord 
connecting smoothly with it-frequently by the same chord into which it is 
resolved .. 

The inversions of the augmented triad occur less frequently than the 
fundamental form; they appear mostly as passing - chords. with doubled 
fundamental or third . 

. J!: ::=====·~' ~_!_ .. ~dl l~-~ ~===---===" a ~o 
6 6 6 66 6 ~5 

.;r lf 6 ti 

~ ~ ~~ 

0 0 & li 
"' fl 6 

" ~ 

4 4 

6 6 

~-; ~I 

0 F a li 
' 4 fl 
6 6 
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§ 93 Of the two major triads in minor only the orre of the 6-th degree 
is used with augmented fifth; it is subject to the general rules. 

The augmented triad on the Dominant in minor is ~ncapable of reso
lution. 

The diatonic augmented triad of the minor scale has been mentioned in 
an earlier chapter .. 

§ 94. The augmented triad, if regarded as dominant, serves for purpo
ses of modulatton. 

§ 95. Since the augmented triad consist~ of two major thirds erected 
one on the other, each triad is (as in the case of the diminished Seventh 
chord) the enharmonic equivalent of two other augmented triads, so that 
its inversions can, by enharmonic alteration of the intervals, be transformed 
into the fundamental form of some other augmented triad .. In the same ma-
r,ner, the fundamental form of an augmented triad can be transformed into 
either one of the two inversions of two other augmented triads. 

This feature of the augmented triad is also useful in modulation .. If we 
re.gard each of its intervals in turn as the leading tone of the following Do
mmant-Seventh chord, we are enabled to make three different modulations .. 

0------n. U- -F U--------csharp 

275.Et:t;~,=ø=~===Q 3Ebij:;22Pf~~.:. ~l~~;tJI 

Following are similar modulations with prolonged cadence added .. 
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2 6 \>5 ~7 
b8 11 

7 

103 

;f6 
4 

Exercises .. Practice the preparation and resolution of augmented triads 
in all keys, and work out modulations by means of the enharmonic proper
ties of these triads. 

§ 96. IL The chord of the Dominant-Seventh with the augmented fifth 
is used only in major, and is subject to general rules; its fifth, being a chro
matically altered interval, must be led a half-tone upwards. The prepara
tion of this chord is effected by means of the triad on the 2-nd degree *).. 

Other chords of the key cannot be used in this capacity, as ditficulties 
would arise in the voice-leading .. 

277. 

For the sake of euphony we should choose a position of this chord in 
which the augmented fifth lies above the seventh and forms with the latter 
interval an augmented sixth .. The inverse relation of these two tones, the 
diminished third, is to be avoided. For which reason the second inversion 
of the Dominant-Seventh chord with altered fifth is not in use. 

*) The augmented triad can a.lso serve this purpose. ,, I #! ! 
p: ~ ~ i:i 1 
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not in use. 

§ 97. III. The chord of the seventh with augmented fifth and major se
venth is found on the 1-st and 4-th degrees, in major, and on the 6-th de
gree in minor. The one on the 1-st degree is most used .. It is generally pre
pared by the tonic triad, sometimes also by the triads of the 3-rd and 5-th 
degrees, it is resolved into the sub-dominant triad, the altered fifth being 
led upwards .. 

oftener. 

Note" The chord of the seventh with augmented fifth, on the 3-rd degree 
in minor, has been treated in an earlier chapter. 

The chord of the seventh with altered fifth on the 4-th degree in ma
jor, and that on the 6-th degree in minor occur but rarely, as their resolu
tion is into the diminished triad. Their preparation can be etfected solely by 
means ot the triad of the 4-th degree in major and that of the 6-U1 degiee 
in minor. 

·~=:::==: 
~~ 6 ; : 3 6 #~ 6 

6 

Sometimes they resolve downwards by a pure fifth instead of by a di
minished fifth and therefore modulate, from major, into the key lying a ma
jor second below the original key, from minor into the key lying a minor 
second above .. 
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~l.c:::: ::: 
6 5 

~ 
6 

1. •) E x e r c i s e s. 

7 
5 

2s2.f2!i J JLl=r r 1 r r r J J 1 J r r r r J 
~5 - ~3 ~ ~5 6 

7 ~~ # 

I 9= r t r J F tr J J @ ilJtW J w ; ~ rd 
5 - .i5 .I+ 5 p 
6 - ~ f. 6 6 ~5 

2 
~ 6 

~r J J J J r I ; J J ; 1J 6 c r r r I ffrl 
3 5 #5 ~ 7 ~2 6 3 
4 6 6 tt6 * 

5 

WW ; J r I r r r I r f J ; I ; J J Ji ; J J J ~ 
~6. 6 7 7 #5 5 5 6 i+ 5 5 

2 J 6 .+'!' 6 0 

~ J ~: ~J t J r I ~ : ; I: ~ : ~t I : J ; r I ~ .'f*4B 
6 6 2 ; 6 ~-

5 .. 

*l The Seventh-chord with altered fifth, on the 1-st degree is here prepared by the aug• 
mented triad of the same degree. 
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6. 

=!~ ~ lz rt:::t=i I @+ r ; J r t I r r r F r I 0
• li ~ *1 r Is 

~IFrl r r ri r~r=r I Jr rlJ JI; Jjj 

I b~'2k ; *r I r t r I r r I r t r I r r r I r r I e li 
7. 

-· c E r r I r r r I c r r--t I r r t I r r r J 
8 .. 

f b~1 __ ' r r ~r I r r I t r r I r r r t I 0 li r'V~ fl1f1 
•trrrrlrttrlcJ rlr~ul u ull! gl L.: J11 

C H A P T E R XXVII. 

Chords of the augmented Sixth. 
§ 98. IV .. These are nothing more than the inversions of certain chords 

resolving into the tonic triad, and' having the 2-nd degree of the scale chro·· 
matically lowered. 

They are: 

a) The augmented chord of the sixth (originally the firsttil= 
19
Fl 

inversion of the diminished triad). _ p§~ 

b) The augmented chord of the fourth and third (origi-~~6;11 
nally the second inversion of the Dominant-seventh chord)..~~ 

c) The augmented chord of the sixth and fifth (or. iginally, , ~ 
the first inversion of the diminished seventh chord). . -j;>~ 

§ 99 .. a) The augmented chord of the sixth resolves into the tonic triad .. 
It is prepared either by its original form or by the tonic triad appearing 
in the same position as in the resolution; the triads of the 4-th and 2-nd 
degrees (the latter with third doubled) can also serve. 
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In this chord no interval except the fifth (which forms the third with 
the Bass) can be doubled. 

§ 100. b) The augmented chord of the fourth and third is likewise re
solved into the tonic triad, being prepared by the same chords, as the aug
mented chord of the sixth; here the fifth of the triad on the 2-nd degree may 
also be doubled. 

~.c: :: :~::: :: : : :: ::: 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 

§ 101. c) In the resolution of the augmented chord of the sixth and 
fifth into the tonic triad parallel fifths arise. 

These we can avoid in the following two ways: 
A) The seventh (which forms the fifth with the Bass) undergoes a pre

liminary resolution into the fundamental of the Dominant-Seventh chord-· 
as was the case in certain other resolutions-giving rise to the augmented 
chord of the fourth and third 

" 
19 

286. 
.,, 

I 
1~~pgff µLæ d l~I 
[?aj [JG a H 

l>g 
3 

-
4 

4 -
4 

B) Two voices (the seventh and the fifth) are suspended, forming a 
chord of the sixth and fourth. 

287. 

s - 3 4 3 5 
1>2 g l>g 1i: 5 

3 

The augmented chord of the sixth and fifth is used either as passing 
chord or as an actual chord; in the former case it is prepared by its ori
ginal form, in the latter by the sub-dominant triad *). 

*) It cannot well be prepared by the triad of the 2-nd degree, as parallel ftfths must ne
cessarily occur. 
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§ 102. Modulations by means of the three chords just treated are per
missible only, if these chords are most carefully prepared and then only, if 
the key to be reached is not too distant .. 

§ 103. These three chords nearly always resolve into major triads, since 
their resolution into minor (which occurs at rare intervals) does not fully 
satisfy the musical ear. This is probably the reason why some theorists 
insist upon their resolution not into the tonic hut into the dominant triad 
and regard them as being erected not on the altered 2-nd degree. but on 
the altered 6-th degree, in major, and on the natural 6-th degree, in minor. 
According to this view we would have to consider the chords in the above 
examples appearing in C-major as being in F-major or F-minor, as the case 
demands This would, however, be decidedly fallacious. A chord of the augmen
ted sixth on the 6-th degree is nothing else than a modulatory degression 
into the key of the Dominant; this degression is indeed so unnoticeable, that 
without the help of a prolonged cadence we scarcely get the impression of 
a modulation. As soon as the resolution of this chord into the dominant triad 
is amplified by the insertion of a prolonged cadenc~. the ear feels the mo
dulating force of the chord 

§ 10± There is still a fourth chord of the augmented sixth, which is 
frequently applied in cadences of the first class .. This chord is found not on 
the 2-nd degree, but on the chromatically lowered 6-th degree; it is an augmen
te<l chord of the fourth and third with doubly augmented fourth It is de
rived from the second inversion of the chord of the seventh on the 2-nd degree 
preceding the tonic six-four chord (vide; the cadence of the first class) - in 
consequence of chromatic passing notes in three voices *). 

*) This chord is often confused with its enharmonic equivalent, the chord of the sixth 
and flfth. 
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ip; ~1414#1~11 *''1l11 PrJ~1~ 
291. 

l@:ct=f=FfJFs I 0 11 r r 11 a 11 r r 7 1441 
6 3 4 6 3 - 4 3 4 3 #4 4 

4 6 6 #6 a 4 6 4 "a 6 

4 lj:4 6 .+16 

§ 105. The augmented chord of the sixth and fif~h is the enharmonic 
equivalent of the Dominant-Seventh chord of the key lying a diminished 
fifth below the key in question; also of the chord treated in the last pa
r:tgraph, which belongs to the key of the sub-dominant 

The following modulation from C to B presents this chotd in its diffe
rent enharmonic forms. 

§ 106. The Dominant-Seventh chord, the chord of the diminished seventh, 
and the doubly augmented chord of the fourth and third on the 6-th degree 
can occur in still other forms; the former two, for instance, with lowered 
second degree. These chords occur but rarely. The leading-tone must always 
lie above the altered interva.l, so that instead of a diminished tbird an 
augmented sixth is formed; or, the intervals of the diminished third must 
be transplanted into different octaves forming a diminished Tenth .. The same 
applies to the inversions of the augmented cbord of the fourth and third .. 

~.::::::!!:::: 
7 2 6 4 - 2 4 p3 p6 6 

~ 5 li 6 lib~ ~ 6 1if 6 i; l p: 
Exercise. Practise the preparation and resolution of the chords of the 

augwented sixth, and then proceed to the harmonization of the following 
Basses and melodies. 

L 

291>.w'#CJ iJ 
s 
• 

J rrrrrrliJ J J 
2 6 6 6 
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w• J J ; I J J ; 1 11 r rw J IJ J ; I r r 1r l##t:=i.41 
2 6 4 li ~6 6 6 3 3 ~6 4 7 

1>6 6 6 4 4 ~4 6 
3 

3. 

ræ~ 2 J l ; ;p I J ~l J. i r1+ r AJ I rn J.1 ; s tijgf 
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4 4 - 6 
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-1': 3 5 4 

~ osi iø.•1 Fiiir r r 1T lr r rit 1 rir rffd; r r •I 
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~4 ~ ~: 

5. 

~11J#! r r rlE rar rt1®r1t I~ c I 
4 87 ~ 
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t@m~ r r r I r r J I t#hJ I J ; J I ; ; e I J r I t1 
6. 

~&@1' g rer ~s I QJ J t I ul rY=(lC! LGJ 
7. 

~~CØ r % I rt li ~#i C! Et I r U I u Q· I r Dl 
8 .. 

- n r; 1ft tt I r r I F t$<s F r N#J r ' 1 
• r I E r r I r r r r er· r r r I r r b$JI 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

C h a n g i n g • n o t e s. 
§ 107. Changing notes fall on relatively unaccented beats, similarly to 

Passing notes, from which however they differ in that tbey appear between 
two identical harmonic notes. Every note of the chord has two changing
notes, one above and the other below. 

200. 

A changing-note that is separated from its harmonic-note by a major 
second, may be moved closer to the harmonic note by means of an acci
dentaL This is usually the case with the lower changing-notes; the upper 
changing-notes remain diatonic. 

!97. 

Changing-notes occurring in two voices at the same time can move 
either in parallel or in contrary motion" Parallel changing-notes, while ha
ving an agreeable etfect. are used less frequently than those in contrary 
motion; the latter, though by no means always consonating, are extensively 
used, and, if the dissonances they form are not too harsh, contribute in a 
great measure to the beauty of the harmony. 

298. 

, .... ____ _ 
8 7 8 9 
3 2 3 4 
5---

8 7 8 9 10 11 10 9 
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·---------~ ~ 
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3 

~ 6 s 3 5 3 
s- 5-

8 6 8 6 

3 --· 
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Note. The figuring of changing-notes is similar to that of passing-notes 
(vide: note of § 86) 

§ 108. By means of passinp;-notes and changing-notes we are enabled, 
while leaving the skeleton inviolate, to divide up the harmony into frag
ments more or less minute. thus lending the whole melodic and rythmical 
variety .. A copious use of passing-and changing-notes in a piece constitutes 
melodic figuration, e g : 

rf'lr ~ JJ ~tm+q!Al f JJJ I WJfi 
~99.Jl 1 J . 1 j 

b1 ~· r I r r gr edd 
5 6·- 6 7 

6 

6 4 

I 

1 

a-# 6 - 5 

5-- 6--

1 
3---

5 -----

6 - 6 5 
4--
8 --

~6 

J 

Note Where crosses appear, passing-and changing-notes occur simulta
neously .. 

Exetdse .. In the harmonization of the following melodies seek appropria
tely to employ passing-and changing notes. 

1 

I~ r 2, 

I r IG I 
G 

I 0 I li~ f J I G i4 I ~ IG a e r IG 19 I 

Fb~ ~ r ete J J I I 
I . I I Q 1-r t ~i~g f.- ~ ~19 e I r 19 
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3. 

r rir G' r rlJ Qrffl r rJI 

r J 
§ 109 In practice changing-notes occur, deviating from the general rules, 

as follows: · 
a) changing-notes entering by a skip, 

801. 

b) changing-notes on accented beats: 

r4 i F 
I 
~ f ~ I ~ ~ 

~=ti 
I 

~~- ~ l I I J J -& + 

r E I t T7 =li r t=== ! 

These changing-notes savor of the suspension, prepared as in A, unpre
pared as in B.. 

c) Two changing-notes occurring in close succession, both either on accen
ted beat, or on unaccented beat: 

*) At the entrance of the fourth bar we see a cross relation bet'Veen Soprano and Bass, 
and a little further on one between Al to and Soprano; these cross relations are· by no means 
nnpleasant, since they are not formed by two harmonic notes, The d sharp in the Bass and the 
g sharp in the Soprano are merely changing notes entering by a skip" 
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303. 

d) Changing-notes are often found after a suspension, sometimes even 
before its resolution. 

Here again we would ad vise the student not to indulge a systematic use 
of exceptional forms; if, in his more advanced studies, he should feel the de
sire to apply his knowledge of such forms, he is at liberty to do so. 

§ 110. In closing this chapter we will consider brietly those accidental 
harmonic formations that have the appearance of chords. They arise on 
unaccented beats, when one or more voices progress in steps from chord to 
chord; that is, in consequence of passing or changing notes .. These seeming 
chords can easily be distinguished from real chords by their irregular re
solution, the accidental way, in which they enter, and the absence of ryth
mic accent. 

In the following examples these accidental chords are indicated by crosses. 

305. 
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In the following example, in which the four voices are arrayed in . two 
groups moving in contrary motion to each-other, we find these "seemmg" 
chords on accented beats. 

e) X 

NB. 

~ 

.·ttJ 1 J J J=;-. I 
In the last example the progression in steps of all the voices justi:fies 

tone-combinations which bear not the slightest resemblance to chords (vide: 
NB). Our musical instinct must aid us in determining the harmonic frame". 
work of such tone·-structures; the harmonic components of example e) are 
about as follows: 

~.e: = :'.;; :rr: :: ::~ 
In this same example the chord of the six-four appears I &; ~~ 

several times as a passing-chord. 
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S e co n d S e c t i o n. 

The melodic development of the voices. 

CHAPTER XXIX 

Strict Part-writing. 
(Strenger Satz) 

§ ll l. Suspem>ions, passing-notes and changing-notes greatly enhance 
the melodiousness of the voiccs; the simplest chord--succession can, by means 
of these three attributes of voice - leading, be exalted to a high pitch of 
artistic and technical perfection .. Nowhere is this perfection so thoroughly 
attained as in so-called strict pmt-writing He who can skilfully handle the 
scanty material, to which this mode of writing is restricted, may well con~ 
sider himself a master of harmonization The seemingly insignificant mate
rial of strict part-writing coupled with a highly-finished. melodious voice
leading, enables us. after having thoroughly mastered the principles of this 
mode of writing, to evolve the most beautiful harmonic forms. 

We have said in a former chapter that strongly dissonant tone-combi
nations-as, for instance, the sequence chords and the augmented and di
minished chords-are frequently of great valne to the composer, in cases, 
where, by their very harshness, he is enabled to express certain characte
ristic moods; these dissonances, however, possess no such significance for 
the student, who, uninfluenced by any special ideas or aims, seeks absolute 
harmonic beauty .. In this sense strict partwriting is an excellent school for 
the young composer, since it absolutely excludes dissonance in chords, and 
chromatic progression in melody, pursuing chiefly the practical aim of sing
ableness and simple intonation 

Just at this stage this strict mode of writing should prove beneficia! to 
the student, serving as a sort of healthy contrast to the different morbid, 
unnatural, artificially derived harmonies, of which we have had a surfeit in 
the last chapters 

§ 112. Strict part-writing is founded upon a consonating relation be-· 
tween the Bass and the other Yoices; consequently it admits only major and 
minor triads with their first inversions, and the chord of the sixth of the 
diminished triad .. The fourth being regarded as a dissonance. chords of the 
sixth and fourth are excluded. The same is true of all dissonant chords with 
their inversions The cadence consists of the Dominant triad or its first inver-· 
sion (the chord of the sixth Of the diminished triad is also used), and its 
resolution into the tonic triad; the cadence must be a perfect one, that is to 
say, the tonic triad must appear in octave position. 

§ 113. Regarding the melodic progression of the voices the following 
s~ould be observed: Strict part-writing admits, jumps of octaves, minor 
s1xths,-pure ~fths and fourths, major and minor thirds·-;jumps of major sixths 
are to be avo1ded .. Jumps of dissonant intervals (seventh) are positively pro-
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hibited-even when the notes forming them belong to the diatonic scale; 
chromatic progressions are likewise forbidden 

bad 

§ 114. The following parallel progressions are prohibited: fifths and octa
~es and major thirds, when progressing a major second. The last restriction 
dates back to olden times, when music was almost entirely confined to strict 
part-writing, and the augmented fourth (1ritonus) was the only known augmen
ted intervaL Not lmly the Tritonus and its inversion, but any melodic and 
harmonic prngression similar in effect, was strictly prohibited. 

The parallet progression of two major thirds a half-tone upwards was 
permitted, since it gave rise to no Tritonus, e. g .. 

§ 115 Modulations into the nearest keys are permitted provided that 
chromatic progressions do not occur. 

§ 116. Prom minor we may freely pass into the parallel major key, a 
modulation not being necessary; chromatic progressions are .. however, to be 
avoided. In like manner parallel minor harmonies are permitted in major. 

Q 

-
313. o./ ~ 

t9 

~ 

§ 117 .. Por the sake of greater freedom in the voice-leading the parts 
may cross, that is to say, deviate from their normal relative position and 
adopt, for the time being, the inverse relation. 

§ 118 Prom what has been said, we conclude that in 8trict part-writing 
natura! intervals, that is, progressions by steps and consonant jumps are 
considered most singable and simple for the human voice to intonate. 

Harmonic intricacies must give place to purety of intonation. 
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§ 119. In our exercises we shall employ the Car:tus firmus, which.' being 
a melody of whole no tes, can easily be transposed mt?. any other v.~1c~ vy e 
will at first ha1monize this melody in whole notes, wntmg each voice m its 
respective clef, and on a separate staff. 

Note .. No voice must exceed its proper limits. 

1~ 
alo la I I I I I I a 

6> 6> a 
*) 

- " -~ 
.a. 

~ ~ 

f-Jh--o - - 19 

Cantus firmus. 

314. 
.. 
"~ '9-t-o-+-19 ~ - ~ 

"•' " ~ 

'~ ,. '~ '~ . 
I 

~~a I 4o I a I a Hr 

315. 

Cantus firmus. 

6 6 

F on ""(r I ''ifr I 0 

rn" IÆt-4> I " 

6 

I 6> 113 
- -
~ -

li 

-- .. 
li .. .. 

I a tgjl 

Exercise. Harmonize the following melodies, considering them as cantus 
firmus successively in each voice. 

~=72---!9 

Note .. In transposing the cantus firmus into another voice, we can employ 
some other key hetter suited to the limits of the voice in question. 

§ 120 .. Whole notes can be split up into half notes, 1) when two diffe
rent chords are to appear in the bar, 2) in consequence of suspensions, pas-

*) Fifths and octaves are permitted in the inner voices, if contrary motion be employe1L 
**) At this point the Tenor lies below the Bass, and assumes, for the time being, tbe signi

tlcance of the latter voice. 
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sing and changing notes. Suspensions from above downward must be pre
pared and resolved according to rule. Only diatonic passing-and changing
notes can be employed .. The 7-th degree in minor is not raised when it is a 
passing note. 
0. F. 

317. 

~1; 
er; 

I I er; I I ~ a a er; 

o a...-._~ -~I~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~I 

~~ ,---..... 

~1=!=1 
Q ,~ I a 

~ G 

*) .{2. 

~~ f=o I ~ 11 I 
~-E G 

I 
6 9 6 6 

6 6 6 

on two similarly accented beats are regarded 

Exer c ises. 

319. I @ a G 6l a a r Q 6l 0.-o 
G a 

G a 

§ 121. In three-divisioned time two chords can appear in a bar, one 
on the accented part of the measure and the other on the second unaccented 

*) The exceptions to the rule governing the resolution of suspensions, as given in § 77 -S, 
are also permissible in strict part writing 
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beat; on the first unaccented beat can appear only the resolution of a suspen
sion, if there be one, or passing-or changing notes-no actual chord must 
occupy this beat 

C. F. 

r-r4-.s·_--l_G_· _J FFf§ 
320 .. 

(j 

Exer c is es .. 

8 122. In four-divi!>ioned time the second accented part of the measure 
can be occupied"by an actual chord or a suspension; the unaccented beats. 
are devoted to the resolutions of suspensions, and to passing - and chan-· 
ging notes .. 

Of the two passing-notes, which fill out the interval of a fourth, the se-· 
cond may fall on the second accented part of the measure (A). On this beat 
may also fall a changing-note following the resolution of a suspension (B). 
The preparation of a suspension must never be of shorter duration than the 
suspension itself. 
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5 

In six-divisioned time two cases are to be distinguished: the six-quarter 
measure and the three-·half measure. In the first we have two accented 
beats, the one and the four; in the second. however, there appear three accen
ted beats, one, tkree and five .. The six-quarter measure should be regarded 
as consisting of two three-quarter measures: the three--half measure, as being 
made up of three two-quarter measures .. In the latter measure the third 
and fifth quarters may be taken up by passing-·notes, as in the case of the 
second accented beat in four-divisioned time. A changing-note can, again, 
fall on the third quarter, provided it is preceded by the resolution of a sus
pension. A suspended half-note can occur only at the beginning of a bar; 
suspended quarter-notes can fall also on the third and .fifth quarters" 
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**) 
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5-- 8- r.-

•) On unaccented beat the third of the triad may be omitted, 

lfø ~ J J lft=±=H~51 
821).~ 

q: e F r li : p: F" I 
**) Here again the tbird of the triad is omltted on an unaccented beat. 
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E x e r c i s e s .. 
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0 

§ 123. Eighth-notes occur in strict writing only in one case; namely, 
where a suspension on the first accented beat is followed by its resolution 
and the changing-note below, on the first unaccented part of the measure. 

Exer c ises. 

§ 124. In three--v oiced stri et writing we find either complete triads or 
triads with fifth omitted; in the latter the third is generally doubled. In the 
cadence the tonic triad can appear with third omitted .. 
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In two-voiced writing the accented beats must be occupied by conso
nances, perfect or imperfect. The cadence consists either of a third whose 
intervals resolve by steps into the tonic prime, or of a sixth resolving in to 
the tonic octave .. 

300.tjg na li- $11 
0 ~ 

Dissonances can occur, on accented beats, only in consequence of suspen
sions; on unaccented beats, as a result of passing-or changing-notes. 

C. F. 

Mt.1=-F:F:;:~J J:::: 
Exercise. Harmonize in two and three voices a cantus firmus out of <;me 

of the preceding exercises 
§ 125 .. Having mastered the principles of twv and three-voiced writing, 

we are in a position, when employing many voices, to avail ourselves from 
time to time of a pause in some voice Such a pause in a Yoice can, howe·· 
ver, set in only immediately after an accented beat. 

Model of five-voiced writing: 
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EJfercises. Harrnonize several of the foregoing C .. f. 's in five and six
voices. 

C H A P T E R XXX. 

The further development of voice-leading. 
Having now, in strict part-writing, learned the art, melodically to round 

off and perfect the voices, we can return to freer harmonic forms: all pos
sible chord-combinations are again at our disposal, provided the elegance 
and fluency of the movement be not impaired. and the inordinate desire of 
certain chord-effects do not gain the upper hand .. Strict writing is really no
thing more than an excellent school: there is after all no necessity for con
fining ourselves to its extremely narrow limits, when so many other inte
resting harmonic combinations are clamoring for use. In our remaining 
exercises we will therefore completely reinstate all the old harmonic forms, 
taking care, however, not to violate the principles of melodious voice-1eading. 
Simplicity and natura.lness shall always be our aim; bold, far-fetched com
plications shall invariably be avoided. 

Surely the student should now be competent to distinguish between har
monies that can be unreservedly employed, and those whose use is limited 
to certain conditions, being justified only by the distinct purpose of the com
poser-by the idea which underlies his composition 

For the sake of recapitulation we enumerate here the chords that consti
tute the essential material of Harmony: 

1) All consonant triads, with their inversions. 
2) The Dominant-Seventh chord and the diminished Seventh chord, with 

their inversions, as well as the chord of the sixth of the diminished triad. 
3) The chords of sequence (whose use is, indeed, somewhat limited), of 

which that on the 2-nd degree is most in use 
All other chords are superfluous; at any rate their occurrence should 

not be too frequent, being in each case justifit>d by a distinct purpose. 
Regarding melodic figuration we would emphasize, that the suspension 

is first in importance .. Serving as it does to animate the rythm. it presents 
at the same time an ex<;ellent means of chord-connection Suspensions, more
over, impart to the harmony a refined, noble character, and supply, through 
their dissonance, the element of variety. They are employed to best advan
tage in slow movements (Andante. Adagio, Largo), since a proper appre
ciation of their beauty dernands that the ear be clearly aware of prepara
tion and resolution In fast tempo, suspensions are most appropriate at the 
end, where the Harmony becomes more composed; here they occupy, not me" 
rely a part of the nieasure, but the entire measure, or even a number of 
measures at a time. 

Passing and changing notes, while contributing nothing really new in 
the chords, are nevertheless of great valne from a melodic and rythmic 
standpoint.. 

§ 129 .. Jumps, which are forbidden in strict writing, are permissible in 
the treer form Of all jumps within the compass of an octave, that of the 
major seventh alone is unmelodic. Jumps of augmented intervals should, as 
we have learned, always be replaced by their inversions-diminished inter
vals. Chromatic progressions may occur, but not too aften" 

§ 130 .. In three-·part writing the diminished triad and its second inver
sion may be applied 
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The Tritonus or its inversion may occur on accented beat in two-part 
writing; but only if it is followed by the ton_ic with third: the leading tone 
is led upwards into the tonic, while the 4-th degree performs a step of a se
cond downward. 

335. FiB 
To the modem mus1c1an the Tritonus does not have the force of a harsh 

dissonance, since it partakes of the nature of the Dominant-Seventh chord. 
In like manner we tolerate, in two-part writing. the minor seventh and its 
inversion, provided a proper resolution is effected 

On the whole, all those dissonances belonging to the dominion of the 
Dominant-Seventh and diminished-Seventh chords are much used. The reso
lution into the tonic, however, must invariably follow, either directly or with 
the intervention of one or more intervals forming part of the dissonant chord" 

337. tit* ~~~~ ~ 0 3 
77 ø t:U ~ 

§ 13L The cantus firmus need not always be made up of whole notes. 
The following melodies are to be used as Cantus firmus in four, five, and 
six-part exercises. 

Soprano 

aas. ~g 
1
e rtFfl:;-E! I E E I i- .e I B 

~jL J I F 1G I F F I J ff ~L1%tfttif#+~ 
titt J JfJ rir r r I E*fr--r r I 1°+ac r r j 

Alto 

*J Special exercises in two and three-part writing are not necessa1y; these forms frequently 
occur· where more voices are used duting a pause of several of the voices. 
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Bass: 

~~~--:_i:::~tf=!!-1*1--&j~__:_ff-==~{aj 

ø-=0 4) TJtf=#t@=f-@~rtf cJ kJ=t-=i 

WIY r r §W ~ ~-#fh$#t~hg; fr RE 
~~:g@Qrf=F#~**ta J 4Pt#=til 

§ 132. In harmonizing a voice laden with all sorts of melodic embellish
ments, one must carefully consider what is the proper harmony under~ 

lying each and every turn of the melody. The harmonic accompaniment of 
a voice so complex in structure must be characterized by rythmic tranquil-· 
lity, in order, by means of contrast, hetter to display the melody. 

Given voice 
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*) 

§ 133. Hitherto we have constructed our exercises within the limits of 
the human voice, have, that is to say, employed the vocal style, which is 
the surest means for mastering voice-leading - the basis of the technic of 
composition. The instrumental style is naturally much freer than the vocal, 
since it must regulate not merely a few distinct voices but great harmonic 
masses (Orchestre-Pianoforte-and chamber-music compositions), which only 
now and then give place to smaller fewer-voiced tone-combinations. Instru
mental music exhibits such an infinite variety of harmonic forms, that a 
systematic arrangement of these \vere impossible .. A careful analysis of stan
dard compositions (as, for instance, the Beethoven Sona.tes) is the surest 
method for gaining a perfect comprehension of this difficult subject. For 
this reason the student should devote as much time as possible to the most 
thorough and conscientious study of the best instrumental works. A perfect 
comprehension of these works is however impossible without a knowledge 
of harmonic figuration, the subject of the following chapter .. 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

Harmonic figuration. 

§ 134 Harmonic figuration is specifically an instrumental form; in it the 
voices loose their individual melodic significance, and appear, in smaller 
rythmic divisions, as parts of one collcctive harmonic voice. 

*) Here an organ point can be employed, the other voices taking up the sixteenth-figures 
of the Bass. 
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In harmonic figuration we either retain the original number of melodie 
voices, or double each voice in a different octave - according to the range 
of the instrument The laws governing the connection of harmonies must be 
observed in figuration; hut since the ear is barely allowed time to follow the 
details of the chord-connection, certain irregularities (as, for instance, for
bidden progressions) that are liable to occur now and then, loose their dis
agreeable effect. 

As regards forbidden octaves, we should distinguish whether they occur 
in the original voices, or merely as a consequence of the doubling of one 
of these voices .. This difference is readily seen, if we drop all repetitions of 
intervals, and represent the figuration in four-part writing. 

Doubling. 

The most important points in figuration are, the evolving of the figure 
or motive, and a conscientious application of the same. 

Given harmonies. 

2 .. Figuration 3 .. Fig .. 

~ -r-~ ~ 3 ~3 3 i 

{~; cft:f-~u- un l])-'f ø tm 
~bP!t s"w s'i c,ifd r ; r J 
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In the repetition of the figure facility of execution must always be an 
important consideration; the strict application of the figure may be dispensed 
with in cases where playableness demands such a course. 

*) In the given fonr -voiced harmonies there is no doubling of the third in this chord of 
the sixth; at this point howeve1 the application of the motive demands it. 
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In M 6 of the above examples the pianoforte is suppased to be the per
forming instrument; consequently the second chord (G-triad) is arranged for 
the left hand in a manner not representing the position of voices in the ori
ginal chord of four parts The original disposition of the parts could in fast 
tempo, be difficult of execution.. ' 

:t. unpracticaL t; :C: practical. :: 

34:5. r~~=-... b--1 r~r~r-a-+.-~-r'--.cr-, qrr er r ~ 
§ 135 .. If the dimensions of the motive do not permit of its full repeti

tion on smaller divisions of the measure, the repetition of a part will suf
fice at these points; the rythmical movement must, however, be prei:;erved 

I I ' =-t:r~ ~. r - ---: ~~~~-4fiiii 
316.i ~ -- -@ ""' 

I ~-==-~- ~ =r=r+L--=---:==--------~-=t=-----,-;--=--=-~~-gg--..1 

=~-::~~=;;;~~= 
§ 136. Suspensions are easily reproduced in figuration 

'.--==:ID 
Harmonic figuration sametimes appears in conjunction with melodic fi

guration .. This is seen in case 5 of example 344. 
Exercise. Harmonize the following Basses, employing figuration .. 

a1s.w;-rrr-r~ I 0 i$-1-fEFJ-9~~ 
4 3 4 3 4~3 

J3f#~~*~~ --o-.-6 ~a 
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C H A P T E R XXXII 

The fr e e Pre l u de. 
§ 137 A valuable exercise is the writing 0f free chord-progressions, do

minated by no particular voice and going through all sorts of modulations. 
Such exercises, which need not take any of the distinct forms recognized in 
musical composition, should be characterized chiefly by skilful harmoniza
tion *). They may either end in the original key, or constitute a passing 
modulation; at the close the organ-point can be;n;;;edl ~ 

lf-~--+-+--+~-:+--f----L---1'&~·\-h--ff!~-e=Ef ~ R--=J 
349. ~ J d fl ~ J .J .D 

--l~~~==!==t=P~~~~~~~~~~-
""'" 'I~ 

~-et?~~ 
L J~· __ L_~ d~J~ J. ~ 
~Ft==~:c..iifd~ 

E§§~~m~~~--=M 
~;::=======~====1~==---iTT""l="=I~~~ I -iJ J +di~ 

*) The different foims in which musical thought is presented, will beeome known to the 
student later on. 
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-

li 
.......____... ----~~~~~~~----
Note. For the sake of clearness it would be advisable to employ a s~pa

rate sta:tr for each voice and to write the voices in their proper clefs. 

CHAPTER XXXIII 

Deviations from the laws of Harmony. 
§ 138. The laws of harmony being the outcome of experience, and cor

roborated as they are, by our musical instinct, are in the main incontro
vertible; but in a highly-developed harmonization the melodic tendencies of 
the voices are so powerful, that even the boldest deviations from these laws 
are sometimes justified by them. The preponderance of the melodic element 
and the intluence it exerts on chord-progression is best exhibited in the irre~ 
gular resolution of dissonant harmonies. 

It is obvious that a total disregard of the laws of natura! chord-con
nection can be indulged in only by the experienced composer, who, in the 
pursuance of aims higher than a mere pedantic, anxious observance of ru
les, knowingly deviates from harmonic laws 

The Dominant-Seventh chord, for instance, would, according to the laws 
arising out of its very nature, have to resolve into the tonic triad; it can, 
however, be resolved into other triads of its own or of strange keys, provi· 
ded forbidden parallel progressions and cross-relations are avoided and me· 
lodious voice-leading is observed 
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The Dominant-Seventh can even resolve into a dissonant chord, provi
ded the voice-leading is good. 

In like manner every dissonant chord can resolve into a chord other 
than its resolution, if such a deviation be demanded by the voice-leading or 
the higher aimt: of the composer. 

These irregular resolutions of dissonant chords are called: inferrupted 
cadences, or deceptive cadences. 

CHAPTER XXXIV. 

Cadences (closes). 
§ 139 In conclusion let us complete and systematize our knowledge of 

the different cadences, our treatment of which has hitherto been but frag
mentary. 

We have: 
Complete close (authentic).. 
Half close and 
Deceptive cadence. 

The complete close consists of the harmonies of dominant and tonic .. If 
both these chords appear in fundamental form, and the tonic triad moreover in 
octave position, the cadence is called perfect; otherwise it is termed imperfect. 

When the fundamental (in the Bass) of the Dominant resolves into a 
degree other than that of the tonic, we have a deceptive cadence 

The Half-close is a full close reversed; the first chord of the Half-close 
is the tonic triad or some chord of the subdominant group; this is followed 
by the dominant-triad .. 
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BM.1~ i ! ~ jg;t_ IP ~ li §-!~I 
i 9: 9 " li <? ~ li 6 

d li 6 j] 
0 

In addition to these closcs there is the so-callcd Plagal or Clmrch close, 
which was mentioned in an earlier chapter. 

A further knowledge of cadences must be sought in the treatiscs on mu
sical torm. 
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